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Triangle Tilings on the Hyperbolic Plane
Brandy Smith, student

Kentucky Alpha

Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond. Kentucky 40475
Presented at the 1999 National Convention and awarded

"top four" status by the Awards Committee.
Abstract

How might triangles tile quadrilaterals on the hyperbolic plane? This
report summarizes and catalogues theauthor's research on tilings for which
an arbitrary numberoftriangles mayconstitute a quadrilateral vertex. Also
discussed arc the two styles of tilings these triangles may yield: those with

infinite possibilities for triangle vertices and those with fixed triangle ver
tices.

Introduction

This paper provides methods by which one can determine if and how

triangles may tile a given quadrilateral in the hyperbolic plane. For each
construction, wc permit reflections of a single triangle to tile the quadri
lateral. Wc then illustrate a potential method for classifying all cases of
free-vertex quadrilaterals.

A Discussion Of The Euclidean And Hyperbolic Planes

Consider a two-dimensional surface, on which we place a quadrilateral.
Wc then reflect this quadrilateral in both horizontal and vertical directions,

until the entire plane is covered. This surface is hence called tiled, as a
non-overlapping set of quadrilaterals composes it. Now, if wc bisect each
quadrilateral along its diagonals, our tiles become triangles.
We can easily visualize such a tiling in the Euclidean plane; the quadri
lateral angles must sum to 360r and the triangle angles to 180" We now
apply this method of tiling to the hyperbolic plane. The hyperbolic model

is depicted either as a unit disc, or the upper half-plane Lines on the hy
perbolic plane are any given diameters that pass through the plane Below
is a unitdisc tiled by triangles, as first discovered by HSM Coxetcr:
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:

The intersection oftwo lines in the plane is unique, and the angle of in
tersection between the two is the same as the Euclidean angle at that point
of intersection. Although the lines above appear curved, they are locally
straight. Furthermore, although the triangles appear to become smaller as
they approach the boundary of the unit disc, all triangles in the hyperbolic
plane arc congruent if they have the same angle measure.
Research Topics And Main Results

This purposeofthis research was to determine triangle tilings ofquadri
laterals on the hyperbolic plane. We cataloguethese tilings by k, the num
ber of triangles composing each quadrilateral. It was soon discovered that
given lower k, both finite and infinite triangle vertex possibilities exist.
We then separate triangle tilings into two classifications: those with finite
possibilities for a particular tiling style and those of finite possibilities for
tilings. The methods used to determine these tilings for lower A- arc dis
cussed and cataloged. The graphs corresponding to each arc illustrated in
the appendix. As k increases, wc sec that no longer may triangle vertices
approach infinity.
Wc call special A: the first k yielding no infinite possibilities. A graph
ical and theoretical proof that special k equals thirteen follows. Wc then
describe methods for determining tilings greater than special A-, and clas
sify a few of these cases.
Previous Research In This Area

This research is a continuation of studies by Dawn Haney and Lori
McKcough: researchers at the 1997 REU conducted at Rosc-Hulman In
stitute of Technology.
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Haney'sand McKeough"s research satisfied the comer condition which
allowed for no more than one triangle to compose each quadrilateral ver
tex. Similarly, wc can extend their discoveries satisfyingthe corner condi
tion to all triangle tilings greater than special A\
The Hyperbolic Plane And Tilings
Hyperbolic Angles

Although similar to Euclidean geometry, in order to be considered a
polygon in the hyperbolic plane, the following requirements for angle sizes
exist:

• a. The vertices of a triangle in the hyperbolic plane must sum to less
than 7T. or 180 degrees. The vertices of hyperbolic triangles arc
denoted by 1, m, n where each is the angle size -// radians, -/m
radians, and ~/n radians

b. The vertices of a quadrilateral in the hyperbolic plane must sum to
less than 2tt. or 360 degrees The vertices of hyperbolic quadrilater
als are denoted by .s, /., u, v whereeach is the angle size ~/.s radians,
~/t radians, ~/u radians, ~jv radians.
For this research, wc restrict these polygons so that all /. rn, n triangle
vertices and .s, I, w, v quadrilateral vertices are elements of the integers.
Vertex Sizes For A Quadrilateral

Determining the vertices of a quadrilateral can be done when given
the /. rn. n vertices of the triangle. When only one triangle exists at a
quadrilateral vertex, the corresponding s. t. u. or v is equal to its triangle
composition. When more than one triangle exists at a quadrilateral vertex.
the vertex is equal to the I, m, or n occurring there divided by the number
of triangles, which meets at that particularvertex. Consider a quadrilateral
in which two triangle angles of size ~/(i meet at one vertex. 2 •tt/0 —-/."*.
so wc denote the quadrilateral value as li.

Finding The Number Of Triangles In A Quadrilateral

Sincewc only permit one sizetriangle to be reflected to createa quadri
lateral, the simplest method for determining k, the number of triangles
within the quadrilateral, is to divide the area of the quadrilateral by the
area of the tiling triangle.

The area of a hyperbolic triangle is determined by the formula:
At
V/

rn

n I
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Similarly, the area of a hyperbolic quadrilateral is determined by the

formula:

Aq = 2tt -

- + 7 + " + -J

\S

/

U

V I

Wc now define A-:

fc_4*_fe__(I±I+I±I)>\
At \ --(f +£+s) )
Hence, wc can use this equation, knowing the values for the quadrilat
eral and triangle vertices, to determine that a whole-number A- exists.
Lower And Upper Bounds On K

As aforementioned, A- is the number of triangles composing a given
quadrilateral. Obviously, the lower bound on A- is two, for we may reflect
a triangle (permitted it is not a right triangle) along any edge and create a
quadrilateral.
We now consider a maximum bound of A\

Proposition. For any given (I, m, n) triangle that successfidly tiles a
quadrilateral in thehyperbolic plane, k < 00.
Proof Fix /, m. and n. To maximize A- w'C need to maximize the area
of the quadrilateral encompassing the triangles. Each integer .s.t.tt, and r
must divide one of/, m. or «. The largest possible quadrilateral is then of
the form (/;, b. b, b) where be is the largest of/, rn, and n. The smallest pos
sible triangle area in the hyperbolic plane is ~/42, for a (2.3.7) triangle.
Choosing a (7.7.7.7) quadrilateral as suggested above yields A- = 00. All
other triangles in the hyperbolic plane yield an area > ~/24, which is the
area of a (2,3, 8) triangle. Here k < 48. Hence, 2 < A- < 00.

Two Tiling Types Of Vertices
Wc classify triangle tilings of quadrilaterals into two types, depending
on how the triangles compose the quadrilateral
1. Free-Vertices A tnanglc tiling is free if any of the l.rn, or n triangle
vertices exist only on one or more quadrilateral vertices. Sec the A- = I
tiling of a (li. '.i. 1) triangle Here, the four triangles create a (3.2.3.2)
quadrilateral. However, the n value (1) occurs only on a vertex of the
quadrilateral. Wc then determine that since two triangles meet at this
vertex, the triangle designation must be some multiple of two, greater
than two. Also, since n docs not occur on an edge or interior of the
quadrilateral, any even n > 4 will work for a similar tiling.
2. Fixed Vertices: A trianale tilina mav be considered well-defined, or
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fixed, when all three l.rn.n angles of the triangle occur cither along
the edge or interior to thequadrilateral that it tiles. See the A- = 0 tiling
of the (3, 1,4) triangle. Each vertex of the triangle occurs on an edge
of the quadrilateral (4.4.4,4). Wc needn't consider that the vertices of

the quadrilateral can stretch to infinity, and that this is the only A- - 0
tiling of this particular style.

Note that Haney and McKeoughs comercondition implies fixed trian
gle vertices, for each triangle angle must exist either interior to or on the
edge of the quadrilateral.
After studying free and fixed vertices, we find that as A- increases, there

is a lesser chance that one of the vertices can be free. Wc now attempt to
divide the triangle tilings by this feature.
•

Lower A- contains both free and fixed vertex tilings. Since free vertices

exist, infinitely many tilings are possible. However, we can classify
these tilings in such a way that all infinite possibilities arc accounted
for by a set of rules on the /. in. n, vertices.

• Special A- is the first such A- that permits no free vertices of the quadri
lateral, and all quadrilaterals tiled by triangles greater than A- arc fixed.
A proof that special A- = 13 follows.

• Upper A- contains all tilings greater than special k. These tilings are all
fixed vertices.

Wc now wish to classify all tilings of lower A-.
Methods Of Finding Lower k

The three methods below are all applicable for assisting in determin
ing triangle tilings of quadrilaterals for a particular A\ The benefits and
hindrances for each method follow.

1 Computer Search for A-: When given a particular pair of triangle and
quadrilateral vertices, wc then solve to see if A- exists forthis pair.
2. Dual Graphs and Circle Diagrams: A more effective method, creat

ing dual graphs and circle diagrams allow for potential A-'s to be graph
ically determined.

3. Triangulation of given n-gons: To triangulate an n-gon in the Eu
clidean plane, we may create a hyperbolic quadrilateral widi four of
the n vertices of the n-gon.

?
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Computer Search For A-

Since A- can be determined algebraically, we can create a program which
generates all combinations of triangle vertices l,m,n and s,t,u,v and

then evaluate A:. If A; is an integer, then it appears that such a hyperbolic
tiling exists. Although this can be done for any given vertices in the hy
perbolic plane, we restricted ourangles to < 10, butthis yielded over 750
potential tilings.

Output failing to yield a tiling

For the massive amount ofoutput, it isobvious many solutions forkarc
notapplicable. Consider a (2,3,8) triangle and a (3.3,4,4) quadrilateral.
Solving for A;:
9_/i + i + i +1)

1

K~ i_/]i,i + i\ -T~8
Yet, wecannot actually create this tiling in thehyperbolic plane.
Output for a successful tiling

Fortunately, a few of the pieces did make successful tilings. One such
is (2,3,8) triangle on a (4,2,4,2) quadrilateral:

K~ 1l_flJ
+ I + n -±-u
\x2 ^ a + »)
24
This tiling is in the A- = 12section of the appendix.
Determining hubs as an algorithm refinement

Sincenot all (/, m, n) triples and (s, t, u, v) quadrilaterals permita suc
cessful tiling, we refine ouralgorithm to consider hubs. A hub is any point
on the edge of or interior to the quadrilateral where the vertices of the tri

angles meet. Hubs have a value of 1if they occur on a quadrilateral "s edge,
2 if on the interior. Thetotal number of hubs fora particular triangle tiling
can be determined by:
,,

= ...
n<{xi
. xb)

lib — '

—cb
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Where xb is the number of bangles in the triangle and cb is the number
of quadrilateral comers of size b. If more than one triangle composes a
comer of the quadrilateral, a fractional hub value will be computed. This
value is \/w, where m; is the s. I, u, or v value at that vertex. When adding
these hub values to the algorithm, wc can alleviate many of the potential
A-'s which unsuccessfully computed correct tiling styles of triangles in the
quadrilateral.

Creating dual graphs
As the above algorithm was successful, but not restrictive enough in de
termining A;, we then attempt to draw the quadrilateral by the A- triangles.
The MatLab program that drew all tilings in the appendix assisted in this
task. The program allows for a given (/, rn. n) triangle to be created on the
hyperbolic plane, and the user then determines which path the reflections
of this tile may take on the plane. This program accounts for a few or the
triangle tilings of quadrilaterals found, but the necessary step of determin
ing restrictions on free vertices in these diagrams was not considered
We then attempt creating dual graphs for each A- value. The dual graphs
arc essentially all tree graphs of A-vcrtices. or combinations of cycles and
tree graphs for A--verticcs. After making the tree/cycle graph, wc draw the
necessary triangles around the graph, attempting to shape the triangles into
a quadrilateral like form.

For extremely small k. this was a nice choice. Wc could analyze the
triangle vertices, and determine sizes and restrictions. As A: increased, this

option was not satisfactory. When we drew one triangle around a vertex,
we had one, two. or three choices of where to reflect the triangle next,

depending on the degree ofthe vertex. Thus, there was up to ^ possible
triangle tilings for a given A-. Wc attempt a new method.

Creating all possible Tree Diagrams by Computer

A Mathematica program created by Mr. Robert M. Dickau. when given
a particular A-, generates all possible tilings of a polygon with k + 2 edges
We can then take these draw ings and ancmpt to for a quadrilateral out of

this polygon. The sum total of triangle tilings for a given A- is equal to the
Catalan number corresponding to A\ Wc determine the Catalan number for
a given n with the formula:
1

\ /2n>

n+\

Thus, for a A: —7, there arc 429 resultinggraphs!
We now attempt to refine Dickau's algorithm to eliminate rotational
and reflective symmetries for the given polygon, as they result in the same
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quadrilaterals. This is done by listing the connected vertices as ordered
pairs, and creating the n x n matrix with these pairs. We then create

permutations on the columns of an n x n identity matrix. If we multiply
IMP, where / is some permutation ofthe identity matrix, M isthe matrix
of the ordered pairs, and /' is the inverse of the permuted identity matrix,
we determine a rotated graph of M. Wc then delete these rotations.

Furthermore, instead of finding a particular polygon's triangulation, wc
can recursively determine theordered pairs. Beginning with A- —2, wcde

fine the ordered pair (1.3) tobe the only possibility ofdividing the (A- + 2)
polygon (quadrilateral). Note, (2,4) works as well, but is a rotation of

(1,3). Wc then go through and append a vertex to each edge of the poly
gon between existing vertices. For example, wc first place a new vertex
between vertices 1 and 2. All points greater than 2 are then incremented
by 1, and wc append the ordered pair (1,3) to the set of points. We con

tinue adding vertices between (2,3), (3,4), for all edges of the polygon.
Finally, the new algorithm eliminates duplicates of sets of ordered pairs.
The aforementioned method was successful for up to A- = 7 rather
quickly, reducing 429 ordered pairs to only 49. Furthermore, cases for

A- = 8 were found rather efficiently, finding only 150 cases as opposed to
all 1430. Currently, all cases up to A- = 8 arc found.
Special K Conjecture

Support: Wc begin by considering that for a large A:, wc wish to
have small triangles. We consider triangles (2,3, d), (3,3, d), etc. where
d —• oo. This allows for some multiple of the r/'s to exist in the quadri
lateral vertices. Wc then consider the quadrilateral (</, q, q, q) where q is
some combination of the d's (perhaps d/2 or rf/3). Since q is approach
ing infinity as well, the area of the quadrilateral is 2tt, as all l/</'s —• 0.
Wc find the smallest possible triangle with the above stipulations is the
(2,3. d) triangle, and we now find A::

2_ (l + J + J + i)
+ i + i) -J-U
K~ 1__(ii
\L2 ^ 3 + a)
e
Hence, the largest k which supports free vertices is A; = 12, and special
A: -

13.

Graphically, wc have found much support for this conjecture. Graphs
for A- = 12 with free vertices do exist, and no found graphs above A- = 12
permit free vertices.
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Upper K

Since upper A- contains all fixed vertex quadrilaterals, we can consider

the algorithm used by Hancy/McKcough to determine tilings greater than
special k. The algorithm takes a master tile triangle and then determines
a reflected path of the triangle along a given oval. When this path reaches
a proposed quadrilateral corner, it then begins its reflected walk in a new

direction. The program is designed to allow only one triangle in each

of the quadrilateral vertices. A modification of this algorithm permitting
more than one triangle to meet in a quadrilateral vertex would allow for
classification of upper A\
Further Studies

•

Algorithm refinement for the cases of lower A\ By creating a more

efficient program, wc can successfully compute all lower A\ thus finding
missed elements in 9 < A- < 12

Classifying upper A- by working with methods similar to Hancy and
McKcouglvs. by eliminating the comer condition from their program,
wc can classify all upper A- with 2.3. etc vertices meeting in each
quadrilateral comer.
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Appendix A
Catalogue of Divisible quadrilaterals with free vertices:
K

l,m,n

Stipulations

2

(1,2m, 2n)
(2,3m, 2/i)
(3,2m,2/i)
(2,3m, 3/i)

l,m>4,n>3

(3.3.2n)
(2,2m,2n)
(2.4m, 2/i)
(2,4,2n)
(3,3.3n)
(2,5,2n)
(2,4,6n)
(2.3.4n)
(2,4,3n)
(2,3.2«)
(2,6.2/?)
(2,5,6/?)
(2.4.6n)
(2.4,12n)
(2.3, 10/t)
(2.4.2n)
(2.3,4n)
(2,4,3n)
(2.4,4/i)

n>2

3

3
•1

1
A

4
1
1
r>
5

g
G
6

6
G

G

7
8

8

8
8
8
9
9

10
12

12
12

(2.3,2a)
(2,3,15/i)
(2,3,12n)
(2.3,20n)
(2. 3,8n)
(2,3,4n)
(2,3,12n)

—

=

—

m, n > 3
/?i. n > 2

m >A,n>2
m,/? > 2
n >3

« >2
n > 2
—

=

—

71 > 2
71 >2
71 > 3
71 >2
—

=

—

-

=

—

—

=

-

-

=

-

/i > 3
n > 2
» > 2
71 > 2
?i>6
—

=

—

—

=

—

—

=

—

—

=

—

71 > 2
-

=

-

s. t, u. v

(I.rn, I,n)
(2, n, 2/i, m)
(2rn, n. m, 2//)
(2771,771,2/7, /?)
(3, 71,3, 71)
(m. /I. in, n)
(2/7. n. 2/i, 7/1)
(2,77,71,2)
(3,3/i, 3,7i)
(2/i. 2, /i, n)
(4,2/i,3/i,2)
(2,2n,2,n)
(4,4,/i,/i)
(2,n.2,n)
(2/7.277,77, 71)
(5,6/1,3/7,2/7)
(4,2/i,6n,3/i)
(2,4n,3,3«)
(2, 2/i. 3, ~m)
(3/j, 3/i, 3/i, Hit) [
(3,77, 3, n)
,
(3/i, 71, 3/7, 71)
(4/i. 2n. 4/7, n)
(/?, 3.3/i. 3)
(3/i, n, 5/?,2)
(2.4n.6/i,3/i)
(3, G/i, 15n, 10/i)
(4n, 2/t, 4/i, 2/i)
(2n, n, 2/i, n)
(2/i, 12/i, 4n, G/i)

Note: tabic is incomplete lor k > 9.
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Appendix B

Catalogue of divisible tilings for quadrilaterals with fixed vertices
/. //i. n

(3.4.4)
(3,4.4)
(3,3,5)
10 (2,4,5)
10 (2.4,5)
10 (3,3,4)
12 (3.3.4)
I 12 (2. 5. 5)

s. l.v.v

(4.4.4.4)
(3,3.4.4)
(3,3,5,5)
(2.4,2,4)
(2.2.4,4)
(3.3.3,3)
(4.4.4,4)
(5. 5. 5, 5)

j 12 (2.4.G) (4.4.4.4)
12 (2.4.6)

(3,3,6.6)

j 12 (2,3,8) (2,2,4,4)
Note: table is incomplete for A' > 9.

Appendix C

An Example of a Tiling For Each K (2 through 12)
A' = 2

A (2.6.4) triangle with a (2.3.2.2) quadrilateral.

14
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K = 3

A (2.4,6) triangle with a (2,2,4.2) quadrilateral.

K = 4

A (2,4,6) triangle with a (2,3.3,2) quadrilateral.
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K = a

A (2,4,5) triangle with a (4.2.2.2) quadrilateral.

K = G

A (2.3,8) triangle with a (2.4,2.2) quadrilateral.

16
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/f = 7

^
-<\\

A (2,3,10) triangle with a (2,2,3,5) quadrilateral.

K = 8

A (2,3,12) triangle witha (6,3,2,3) quadrilateral.
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K = 9

A (2,3,12) triangle with a (2,4, G, 3) quadrilateral.

K = 10

A (2,3,30) triangle with a (3.6,15,10) quadrilateral.

18
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K= 12

A (2,3,12) triangle with a (2,12,4,6) quadrilateral
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In the Spirit of Klein:

Making Connections Between the Mobius and Lorentz Groups
Shawn Logan, student
Missouri Eta

Truman State University
Kirksville, MO 63501
Presented at the 1999 National Convention
Introduction

As mathematicians ofthe 19th century realized, the classical geometriesEuclidean, hyperbolic, and elliptic-lack a coherent unified structure when
viewed axiomatically. The unification was achieved through Felix Klein's

Erlangcr Programme of 1872, in which a radical departure was proposed.
Klein elevated the transformation group of a given set to primary sta
tus, defining geometrical objects as entities which are preserved under se
lectedsubgroups of the transformation groupand terming them invariants
(Greenberg, 1993).

Klein'sunified approach will beutilized in thispaper as it applies to the
classical linear groups. By taking an n-dimcnsional inner product space
E, and then looking at the orthogonal group O(E) of all linear transfor
mations from E to E which preserve the innerproduct, one can establish a
correspondence between selected subgroups of 0{E) and the geometrical
objectswhich appearas invariants underthese subgroups. Furthermore, in
ner products of an indefinite signature arc considered under the orthogonal
groups. It is in this way the classical geometries arc viewed as invariants

in the spirit of Klein. The central theme of this paper highlights the case
in which a connection exists between two specific transformation groups,
the classical group of Mobius transformations and the Lorentz group of
Einstein's Special Relativity.
The Geometry of the Programme

Before examining applications of Klein's geometrical approach, we
must first definethe guiding principlesof it. Wefirst look at an n-dimcnsional
vector space and an associated inner product. Now we are interested in

nondegenerate inner products. These inner products have the following
property in a vector space V:

If Vx G V, (x,y) = 0, then y = 0.

20
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Nondegenerate inner products can furtherbe classified as positive def
inite or indefinite. We define these inner products by first considering an
arbitrary vectorv and then examining the inner product with itself. If we
have a positive definite inner product, we obtain (v, v) > 0 for all v € V
with equality only when v = 0. The indefinite innerproduct is more com
plex. When taking the inner product of an arbitrary vector v with itseif,
three possible cases exist: (v,v) > 0, (v, v) = 0, (77, v) < 0. Physicists
denote these casesas timelike, null, and spacelike, respectively, reflecting
the physical significance each has in Einstein's Special Relativity Theory.
The significance of the distinction between the positive definite and indef
inite cases is this: a positive definite inner product will provide a vector
space E with a Euclidean structure while non-Euclidean geometries arise
from indefinite metrics that arc restricted to suitable subsets of the par
ent vector space. We now have the blueprint for the Kleinian approach to
geometryand can apply the concepts discussed to meaningful examples.
Let us first consider a typical map of geometrical significance, a trans
formation a : R2 —• ft2, where a is the reflection about a line m. Wc
observe three things about a: (i) the only invariant set under a is m itself,

(ii)o- 7^ Id, but (iii) a1 = Id. Klein's approach elevates these observations
to the status of axioms. Given a two-dimensional space E and a group G
of linear isomorphisms a : E -* E, wc may define a "line" in E as the
invariant set underan involution, i.e. undera map a e G such that a ^ Id
and a2 = Id.

The proceedingexample may be generalized to higher dimensions. Let
E be an n-dimensional positive definite inner product space (thus (v, v) >
0Vt7 7^ 0 ). Let v G E, v ^ 0 , define a transformation tv of E by the
following formula:

tv(x) =!c -2^^v;xGE
{v,v)
Now thistransformation t-j maybeseento represent a reflection through
the (n —l)-dimensional hyperplanc that is orthogonal to the vector tT and
passes through the origin. Thus the vector t7 itself is mapped under the
transformation by tv{v) = —v. The transformation is illustrated in Fig

ure 1letting E = R3 with the standard inner (ordot) product.
The invariant set of this transformation is the plane orthogonal to v,
once again demonstrating the spirit ofKlein's approach to geometry. Klein
would define an affinc hyperplanc in the n-dimensional space as an invari

ant set under an involution (a1 = Id but a ^ Id) as wc have seen in our
transformation in R2 earlier.
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Orthogonal Transformations

Let us now look at the finite dimensional vector space E more closely.
We may associate with E an inner productof arbitrary signature. The inner
product is written in the form (x, y) and has two important classifications:
(i) the positive definite case, with signature (+,+,..., +), and (ii) the
indefinite case, with signature (-,-,...,-,+,+,... +). Given a nonde-

generate inner product space (E, (,)), theautomorphism group 0{E), also
called the orthogonal group, is defined to be the group of all nonsingular
linearmaps er: E —» E which preserve the innerproduct. The orthogonal
transformations in O(E) also preserve angles and distances since these ge
ometricnotions are derived from the inner product. Since the orthogonal
group consists of linear transformations, a choice of basis B for E permits

theidentification of each a € O(E) with the matrix [a\a that represents a
with respect to 13. The following important result follows:

Theorem. Let E be a vector space with associated inner product.
Then an orthogonal transformation a € 0(E) has determinant 1 or —1
(Iverscn, 1992, p. 4).

In Euclidean three-dimensional space (E = R:i), this result allows us
to distinguish two important categories of orthogonal transformations. For
an arbitrary line L through the origin, let L* denote the subspacc of E
consisting of all vectors perpendicular to L. According to a proposition
of Euler, an orthogonal transformation a with determinant 1 is a rotation,
where a line L is fixed by a, and the transformation induced by a in the
plane L* is a rotation. In contrast, an orthogonal transformation a with
determinant —1 has the form -x o 8, where i\ is a rotation as in the previous
case (with a line L as the axis), and 6 is reflection in the plane L* (Iversen,
1992, p. 14). Again, this way of "classifying" the group of orthogonal

transformations of RA exhibits the incorporation of a Kleinian approach
to transformations of ft3 as the rotations and reflections preserve inner
products.
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These results can now be applied to more non-traditional vector spaces.
Let us consider a vector space V over R with dimension n -f 1. The vector
space V may be provided with a nondegenerate inner product of signa
ture type (—n, +1); simply choose a basis B for V, and define, for each
vnwn + vn+]«/n+]. Again,
v, w G V, (v, w) - -viwi - v2w2

the orthogonal group 0(V) is of primary interest, particularly its actions
on the hyperboloid (or pseudosphere). The pseudosphere consists of all
vectors v G V such that {v, v) = 1. In the case where V has dimension 3,
the pseudosphere appears as in Figure 2.

pseudosphere -^

>tk

^

j^ null cone

Figure 2
The following result is basic.

Theorem. The hyperboloid associated with V (denoted S( V)) has two
connected components. Two points x,y £ S(V) are in the sameconnected
component ifand only if (x,y)0. (Iversen, 1992, p. 24).
We can now define a Lorentz transformation belonging to the Lorentz
group of Einstein's Special Relativity. Using the vector space V from
above, a Lorentz transformation is an orthogonal transformation a G 0{ V)
that preserves the connected componentsofthe pseudosphere. The Lorentz
group will be denoted Lor(V). Usingthe theorem above, a Lorentz trans
formation o satisfies ((x, a (x))) > 0 for all. By considering the analogy
with rotations of the unit sphere in Euclidean space, we see that we may
conceive of a Lorentz transformation as a type of "rotation" of the pseu
dosphere. A basic example of a Lorentz transformation is provided by
reflection along a spacelike vector v G V with (i7, v) = —1:

Ttf = +2(x, v)v
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We see that fa (x), x) = (£, x) + 2{x, v){v, x) = 1 + 2(£, ?7)20 for
all x GS^V) in accordance with the above-mentioned inequality. It may
be shown that any Lorentz transformation a of an (n + l)-dimcnsional
vector space with an inner product of signature (-n, 1) may be written as
the product of at most (n + 1) reflections tv of this type (Iverscn 1992,
p. 27). A Lorentz transformation is called even if its determinant is +1;
the set of all even Lorentz transformations constitute the special Lorcntz
group Lor+(V), a subgroup of Lor(V) of index 2 (Iversen, 1992).
There is physical significance to these terms. In Special Relativity, a
Lorentz transformation relates space-time observations between two ob

servers (or frames). Since the components of S(V) are preserved, the
Lorentz transformations preserve the same sense of time -"future" and

"past"- for all observers. The condition det(a) = +1 ensures that two
observers related by a enjoy the same sense with respect to spatial orien
tation.

Another specific transformation group, the classical group of Mobius
transformations, is pertinent toour investigation. To begin, let us consider

a Euclidean n-space E; this is an n-dimensional real vector space E pro
vided with a positive definite, nondcgeneratc inner product. Let C be a
sphere of radius r > 0 with center c. We then have a transformation a
defined by

a(x) = c + t'2

x

— c

||.f-c]|'

x 6 /v - {c\

The transformation a is called inversion in the sphere C. The form

of the equation defining a shows that a (x) lies somewhere on the ray
which emanates from c and passes through x. Ifflies in the interior ofC\

then a (x) will lie in the exterior, and vice versa. Moreover, the sphere C
appears as the invariant set ofa: C = {x € E | a (f) = x) (see Figure 3).

NOTE: Here sis
an inversion inthe

sphere Cin FT.

Figure 3
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Next, consider an affinc hyperplane II in E that passes through the
point x G E. If n is a unit normal to H, the Euclidean reflection through
H may be represented by the formula

X(y) = y-2(y-x,n)n; y£E
Observe, for example, that if y € H, then y —x is parallel to H and
hence {y —x,n) = 0; thus X(y) = y for all y € H, showing H is an
invariant set under A.

The Mobius group provides a unification of inversions through spheres
and reflections through affinc hyperplanes. This is achieved through con

sideringthe one-pointcompactification E* = El) {co}, where the point at
infinity is added to the original Euclidean space E. We see that the formula
for an inversion a through a sphere C may be extended to an involution
of E*, also denoted by a, which interchanges the center c of C and oo.
Similarly, the reflection A through the hyperplane // may be extended to
an involution Aon E' that preserves (or fixes) the point at infinity.
We now can introduce the word "sphere" to refer to either a Euclidean
sphere in E or a subset of E* of the form II U {00} where // is an affinc
hyperplane in E. Now the two types of transformations of E* discussed
above may both be called inversions in "spheres" in E*. We can define
the subgroup of all homeomorphisms of E' generated by inversions in
"spheres" as the Mobius group, Mob(E).
The Connection between the Mobius and Lorentz Groups
As stated in the introduction, we can establish a connection between the
Mobius groups and the Lorcntz groups previously discussed. We require
two preliminary definitions.

V3 f

.^
Coordinate plane V.,-pr*3

itropc line generated byv

Isotropic vector v

—^^t>

-p*.

;&/

V2

Vl

Figure 4

""^-^ PC(V)

1
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First, consideronce again our vectorspace V with indefinite inner prod
uct of signature (—,..., -, +). The isotropic cone (or null cone to mathe
matical physicists) C(V) is theset of all vectors x suchthat {x,x) = 0. An
isotropic line is merely any line spanned by an isotropic vector. Follow
ing the ideas of classical projective geometry, the space whose "points"
consist of isotropic lines in V is called the projectivised cone PC(V).

PC(V) may be visualized by considering the intersection of the isotropic
cone with the hyperplane vn = 1. This visual model is shown in Figure 4
above for the case dim{V) = 3.

Secondly, we must define a new space E ffi li2 thatcontains a copy of
Euclidean space E embedded in an ambient space of indefinite signature.
Let (E, <>) be Euclidean n-space, and denote by E © R2 the directsum

of E with R2. We will associate with this space anindefinite inner product
of signature (-(n + 1), +1) defined as follows:

((x, a, 6), (y, c, rf)) = - (x, y) + - (ad+ be); x, y <= E and a, b, c,d G R

Observe that (((J, 1.0), (0,1,0)) =((0,0,1), (0,0,1)) =0, so the
a-axis (spanned by \0,1, o)) and b-axis (spanned by (o,0, l)) in if are

both isotropic. Also, ((0,1,1), (0,1,1)) =+1 and ((0, -1,1), (0, -1, 1)\
-1. Thus, a "timclikc" axis in E © J& is spanned by the vector (0,1,1)
while (0,-1,1) spans the spacclike axis. Let us visualize the projectivised

cone PC (E © R2) by intersecting the isotropic cone with the hyperplane
b = 1 in (E,a,i)-coordinatcs. This isshown in Figure 5 where we depict
E as one-dimensional.

Let us consider the transformation / : E —> PC(E © R2) defined
by / (e) = (e, (e, e) , 1) ,e GE. Observe that {/(e) J (c)> = - (e, e) +
(e,e) = 0 for all c G E, so the image of E under / is contained in

PC(E©R2) as claimed. Moreover, if (e,«, b) is any isotropic vector
with btL 0, then the point (]e, f, l) in PC (E©R2) represents the null

direction given by (c,a, b); since / (\e) = Qe, ^, l) = (\e, g, l),
the transformation / identifies E with the complement of the point of

PC (E®R2) that represents the line through (o, 1, o) The map / may
be extended to a bijection / : E* —• PC (E ©R2) where / (oo) is the

line through the point (0,1,0 J.
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timclike axisspanned by (0,1,1)

Note: a-axis is parallel to
coordinate hyperplane b-1

6-axis(null)

a-axis (null)

PC(E@R2)

(0,1,0)

hyperplane 4=1

spacoliko axis spanned by (0, —1,1)

/•'shown

1-dimensional

Figure 5
The connection between the Mobius group and the Lorentz group now
appears through the following theorem.

Theorem. The action ofthe Lorentz group Lor (E© R2) on the pro
jectivised cone £©/?2 and the homeomorphism / : E' —> PC (E © R2)
identifies the Mobius group Mob(E) with the Lorcntz group Lor (E © R2).
Sketch ofProof. We consider the maps

E* -L PC (E ©R2) Lor^'^ pc (E ©R2)
e— (c- (e, e), 1) L°r<^'° r (e, (e, e) ,1)
Consider a Euclidean sphere C in E' with center cand radius ;• > 0.
Let a : E* —• E' be inversion through C:

a(e) =c + r2-

e€E

II*-31"
Form the vector C = (c, (c, c) - r2, l) in (E©R2). Direct computa

tion shows /c, C?\ = -r2, so Cis spacelikc. Now let rg: PC(E® R2)
PC (E © R2) be the Lorcntz "reflection" along C : r^ (e, (e, e) , 1) =

(e, (e, e) ,1) -I- 2(/(e, {e, e), 1), ^\) |. Now direct but tedious compu
tation shows that / (a (e)) = pr^f^ (/ (e)) Ve G£. Thus the follow-
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ing diagram commutes:

/•;* -U pc(e®R2)
E' M PC{E®1&)
So each inversion in E* is directly identified with a Lorentz "reflection"

T£ in PC (E © R2). A similar proof may be given to associate each
reflection A through an affinc hyperplane in E* with a Lorentz reflection

t/v acting on PC (E © If1). This completes the proof.
The surprising connection between the Mobius groups and the Lorentz
groups is now recognized.
Conclusion

The power of Klein's Erlanger Programme has been demonstrated in
this project. The approach taken in this paper reflects a fusion of Klein's
Erlanger Programme with standard techniques from the theory of linear
(vector) spaces. Since our studies in linear spaces include inner products,
Klein's group-theoretic approach to geometry leads one to consider the
important classical transformation groups. A great deal of algebraic ma
chinery is now available for use in the study of primitive geometric and
topological notions. Wc have seen a connection arise between the classi
cal Mobius groups (from geometry and complex analysis) and the Lorentz
groups from Einstein's Special Relativity. In recent years, Sir Roger Pen
rose has utilized this connection in his Spinor/Twistor Program, in which
he hopes to provide a unified foundation for Quantum Mechanics and Gen
eral Relativity (Penrose and Rindlcr, 1984).
Paradoxically, Klein's Erlanger Programme never became a dominant
force in the teaching of geometry; this is true of both secondary and uni
versity level education. However, Klein's central idea-studying invariants
under a group of transformations-has become central to most of modern
mathematics. (Witness such definitions as "Topology is the study of in
variants under homeomorphisms.") The legacy left by Klein opens the
door to many beautiful connections between mathematics and the world.
As mathematicians continue research in the "spirit" of Klein's work, per
haps more intriguing connections between geometry and linear algebra
will be developed.
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Starting a KME Chapter
Complete information on starting a chapter of KME may be obtained
from the National President. Some information isgiven below.
An organized group of at least ten members may petition through a

faculty member for a chapter. These members may be cither faculty or
students; students must meet certain coursework and g.p.a. requirements.
The financial obligation of new chapters to the national organization
includes the cost of the chapter's charter and crest (approximately $50)
and the expenses of the installing officer. The individual membership fee
to thenational organization is$20 permember and is paid justonce, at that
individual's initiation. Much of the $20 is returned to the new members in

the form of membership certificates and cards, keypin jewelry, a two-year
subscription to the society's journal, etc. Local chapters are allowed to
collect semester or yearly dues as well.

The petition itself, which is the formal application for the establish
ment of a chapter, requests information about the petitioning group, the
academic qualifications of the eligible petitioning students, the mathemat
ics faculty, mathematics course offering and other facts about the institu
tion. It also requests evidence of faculty and administrative approval and
support of the petition. Petitions are subject to approval by the National
Counciland ratification by the currentchapters.
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Brief Summary and Description of Research

Graphical encryption means taking a plain document and encoding it
to a graphical image.

Ideally, anencryption should be able tobe decrypted back to itsoriginal
state without a single error. A process that will do this desired encryption
is a combination of mathematics and abstract visualization. What follows
is one way this may be done.

In order to encrypt a textdocument to a picture, one needs to sec what
kinds of parameters they arc bound to before deciding on a proper algo
rithm. In most computers today, graphics can have up to 16,777,216 dif
ferent colors and could be any size (sec Appendix A). Knowing there are
a limited number of colors, this must be taken into consideration when
constructing our algorithm.

The layout of a computer graphic is a graph. Similar to the graph of
a math equation on the Cartesian coordinate system, one can specify the
coordinates for plotting each point. What is required arc a vertical location
value (X coordinate), a horizontal location value (Y coordinate) with re

spect to the origin and a color value. In order to create the desired output,
it will be necessary to have a three-dimension numerical output (e.g. X
coordinate, Y coordinate, color).
To determine how to achieve this format, one needs to figure out how
to make all the letters, punctuation marks, and numbers (text) represent a

uniform set of numbers. Fortunately, that process has already been done.

Computers use a built-in table that is called the ASCII (American Stan
dard Code for Information Interchange) table (sec Table 1 in Appendix B).

Encryption algorithms have used a simple Icttcr-to-numbcr encoding for
years, so this method will be employed.

The proposed algorithm so far converts letters to numbers, performs
an operation, and computes three numbers as an output that represent the
X-coordinate. the Y-coordinatc,and the color. The result looks promising,

until you look at thedecryption because when going from thepicture to the
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text, one does not know in what order the points went onto the graph. For
example, the X and Y values for consecutive letters may send each point
to opposite comers of the graph. To solve this problem a text ordering
system will need to be adopted. To keep it simple, the text that comes first
will have the lower position number and then use that pattern in with the
algorithm as another inputvariable. Thiswill also prevent duplicate inputs
and preserve the uniqueness of the outputs.
As it stands, two inputs and three outputs arc needed to make the re
quired mathematical function. In addition, this function must have an in
verse to provide for the proper decryption. An easy way to develop the
inverse ofa mathematical function is to use matrices. If matrices arc used,

the input is represented as a 1 by 2 matrix, the transformation matrix as a
2 by 3 matrix to result in a 1 by 3 matrix to achieve the three-dimension
output required. Unfortunately, that methodwill not work because a 2 by 3
matrix docs not have an inverse since it is not square. To have a square ma
trix, say 3 by 3 to insure our three-dimension output, a 1 by 3 input matrix
will be needed for the matrix multiplication to compute properly. Using
two characters at a time from the text instead of one will complete the in

put matrix. This will also decrease the number of points that arc graphed
for the picture. This reduced size of the picture will make its transmis
sion across the network faster. In the event that an interceptor would try
to break the code, it would be theoretically more difficult by having more
letter-letter-position combinations than letter-position combinations. The
two letters create 676 (262) possibilities for just the alphabet alone, not
taking in account for numbers and punctuation marks.
Discussion of Possible Interpretations of Research

Knowingthe type of algorithm necessaryto make this encryption work
in theory, different variations were attempted. Altering the algorithm by
increasing both the input and the output to six or even nine tumed out to
do nothing more or nothing better than the original algorithm did. Just
having two sets of input points be turned into two sets ofoutput points and
increased the transformation matrix by repeating the numbers provided
the exact results the original algorithm did, just twice as fast (and twice
as confusing). Unless the output is changed from three dimensions, the
input will have to be three dimensions or the transformation matrix will
not have an inverse. A possible alternative way might be to have an X
coordinate, a Y coordinate, a red value, a green value, and a blue value (see
Appendix A). With that as a target output, one could use four consecutive
characters with a positionas the input. This worked, however, with matrix

multiplication the largerthe matrix meant morenumbers will be involved.
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If more numbers are multiplied and added to each other, the results become
larger. Since the value for the red, green, and blue variables is limited to
256 each, this method seems extremely inefficient.
A transformation matrix for any method will need to contain all positive
numbers. Any negative numbers could leave the door open to a negative
number in the output. Any negative number being sent to the computer as
a coordinate for a picture either triggers the program to end, resulting in an
unfinished picture, or crashes the program altogether since a typical image
fort uses only positive number for pixel coordinates.
Further investigation of this process shows us exactly how many dif
ferent encryptions are actually taking place. Directly, there arc three: the
lettcr-to-number association, the transformation matrix, and the numbcrto-color association. Indirectly, other possibilities include white-space

filler on the picture or a graphical compression.
One goal of this particular encryption is to deceive third party intercep
tors into believing the picture being electronically sent is just a picture and
not a text document. This goal will never be 100% met since some crucial
encryption information will have to be embedded in the header of the file
for proper decryption. This information, although not graphically view
able, will allow the computer to distinguish the output graphic file from
"normal" graphic files. Further research on graphic headers will have to
be done to resolve this problem.
Even though deceiving third party interceptorsis one of the main goals
of this project, it is obvious a graphical encryption is not the only way
this can be achieved. Conversions to sound or video arc also possible and
those options may open the door for more embedded encryptions therefore
making the resultant algorithm even more difficult to crack.
An added bonus to this algorithm is that it may allow an ordinary
graphic file to decrypt as if it was an encrypted message to sec what hid
den messages are there. This may just be the beginning of a new pseudoscience with endless numbers of possibilities.

Hypothesized Variations for Computer Applications

When attempting to create an application that will actually perform this
encryption, one may encounter many unforeseen technicalities. A techni
cality may be encountered if not forcing the person encrypting the docu
ment to transmit it immediately is a creation goal. An encryption method
that allows one to not be forced to transmit immediately is a public-key
method like the Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) algorithm
(see Appendix C).
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By looking at the Graphical Encryption Technique algorithm, there are
three encryption keys required to create the graphic: letter-to-number, a
transformation matrix, and number-to-color. The person decrypting the
graphic will need this information to decode the message. Although send
ing this information along with the graphic is risky, it will ensure that the
person will have the correct information and will be able to decrypt it.
However, an interceptor may obtain the graphic file and also decrypt it,
so it may be wise to use the RSA algorithm and have it embedded inter

nally to encode the necessary information. The only otherthing necessary
would be a process to ensure properencryption keys are used.
A method to ensure that properencryption keys are used is to create
a random numbergenerator and have the program use the original date
stamp of the computer being used asthe seed of the random number gener
ator. The program then takes nine consecutive numbers from the function

to createthe transformation matrix. Since the numbers are generated "ran
domly" and do not guarantee a non-singular matrix the program should
automatically test the matrix and see if it is invertible. If not, simply repeat
the process over until an invertible matrix is obtained. After the transfor

mation matrix is created, use the RSA algorithm to encrypt the seed used
to obtain the transformation matrix and embed it in the header file.

To decide on how to associate colors with the calculated numbers, it
is possible to have a mathematical function that takes the calculated color

numberand get three distinct values that arc less than or equal to 256 (see
Appendix A). Sending the necessary decryption information along with
the message is to eliminate the need for prior contact with an individual
using this encryption technique. The receiver of the message can publish
their numbers for encryption in a directory, and the sender can "address"
the letter to them by using the specified numbersin the encryption process.
To increase the security of the algorithm, multiple encryptions may be
done during any step of the algorithm. Currently, ways of accomplishing
this and notifying the receiver of these actions to obtain the properoriginal
message arc being researched. In addition to increasing security, research
is being conducted to find ways to include graphics in documents are also
being researched.
Sample Encryption
Original Text File Contents
The dog ran fast

Using the ASCII table values, it will be coded to the numbers in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Place each number in the correct order in the 1 by 3 matrix for second
encryption (sec Figure 1):

[84,104,1][101,32,2][100,111,3][103,32,4]
[114,97,5][110,32,6][102,97,7J[115,116,8]
The first two numbers are ordered as they appear in the document and
thethird number denotes theposition inthedocument. Thevalue 32(blank
space) on the end of the final matrix creates an even number of numbers
for encryption.

Next choose a 3 by 3 transformation matrix to encrypt these 1 by 3
matrices. For this sample use the transformation matrix of:
12

3

3

1

2

2

3

1

By performing the matrix multiplication as such:

[ 84 104 1 ]

1

2

3

3

1

2

2

3

1

1

2

3

3

1

2

2

3

1

= [ 398 275 461 ]

and

[ 101 32 2 ]

= [ 201 240 3fi9 ]

produces a list of transformed numbers that looks like this:

[398,275,461][201,240,369][439,320,525][207,250,377]
[415,340,541][218,270,400] [407,322,507][479,370,585]
Analysis of the output indicates this encryption will require an X field
that ranges from 0 to 479, an Y field that ranges from 0 to 370, and nine
different colors. Thus, in this algorithm, is out of the possible 178,080
different coordinate points inthe plotting field, only nine arc inuse. Notice

on the next page that the "graphic" may be difficult to sec at first glance
because of the dominance of white since only 0.005% for filler to be used
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while programming a graphic.

Corresponding Graphical Image for Sample
Assigning random colors to the sample encryptionmay generate a table
that looks like this:
Table 1

211 = Red
400 = Green

369 = Blue
461 = Brown

525 = Purple 541 = Orange
Resulting in an image that looks like this:

\

377 = Yellow
507 = Black

585 = Gray

x-axis

origin

[201240 369]

[207 250 377]

^A0^
[218 270 400]^

,[398 275 461]
[439 320 525]

[407 322 507]-^-^

93705g5]

CO

[415 340 541f

Careful inspection of the printout reveals all nine of the colors listed
above. Please note that each pixel in the picture has been magnified by
a factor of nine to allow for easier viewing. Additionally, due to the
grayscale reproduction of this image, the colors may not be distinguish
able.
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Appendix A

Each of the colors arc represented by a red, green, and blue variable

with each of the variables having a memory value of eight bits (one byte)
of memory. In the binary number system, eight consecutive true bits (1 's

instead of 0's, 11111111) is converted to 255 in the decimal number sys
tem. Using eightconsecutive false bits (0's instead of 1's, 00000000) as an
additional number, one can get 256 possible values for each variable that

represents a color. To get the 16,777,216 different color values, multiply
the total possible value from each element together (orjust cube 256).
Appendix B

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
0

0

1

2

3

4

MUL

SOK

STX

ETX

ZOT

6

5

ENQ ACK

7

8

9

BEL

BS

HT

1

LF

VT

FF

CR

SO

SI

DLE

DC1

DC2

DC3

2

DC4

NAK

SYN

ETB

CAN

EM

SUB

ESC

FS

GS

3

RS

US

D

I

(I

X

$

%

&

i

4

f

)

*

+

,

/

0

1

5

2

3

4

5

6

=

>

1

•

7

8

9

6

<

<3

A

B

C

D

E

7

F

G

H

I

j

K

L

M

N

O

8

P

S

T

U

V

W

X

y

Z

9
f

R

9

\

1

a

i

b

c

10

d

e

f

K

h

i

i

k

1

m

11

n

0

P

q

r

s

t

u

y

w

12

X

Y

DEL
{
1
}
Codes 0 through 31 mid 126 and 127 represent nuiiprinlablc control characters
i

-

Note. From "Structured and Object-Oriented Techniques" bv Andrew C. Slaugaard, Jr., 1997, 744-745. Copyright 1997 by Prenlicc-Hall, Inc.
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Seals Not Endangered!
Would you like to get a copy of the seal of Kappa Mu Epsilon? It is
available for free along with other logos and graphics files, information,
links, etc. from the national KME Web Site! As you construct your own
web pages, let people know you are connected to KME. You might also
add a link to some portion of the national website, such as the general in
formation about KME or to the cumulative subject index of ThePentagon.
The URL for the national homepage is:
www.cst.cmich.edu/org.kme/

When you design a chapter homepage, please remember to make it
clear that your page is for your chapter, and not for the national organi
zation. Also, please include a link to the national homepage and submit
your local chapter webpage's URL to the national webmaster. By doing
so, other chapters can explore activities of your chapter and borrow some
great ideas from you!
You can get a web page template from the Kentucky Alpha chapter. Its
URL is

eagle.eku.edu/faculty/pjcostello/kme/
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Postmodernism in Mathematics:

The Loss of Certainty as Seen in a Discussion of Kurt Godel's
Incompleteness and Consistency Theorems
Robert J. Johnson, student
Tennessee Delta

Carson-Newman College
Jefferson City, Tennessee 37760
Presented at the 1999 National Convention
Introduction

In 1931 a twenty-five year old German mathematician named Kurt

Godel, who attended the University of Vienna, published a relatively short
papertitlcd "On Formally Undecided Propositions of Principia Mathcmatica". The Principia Mathcmatica mentioned in the title is the three-volume

treatise by Alfred Whitehead and Bcrtrand Russell on mathematical logic
and the foundations of mathematics ([4], p. 3). Godel's paper dealt with
a central problem in mathematics, which is proving the consistency of a
large class ofdeductive systems. Before his paper, itwas assumed unques
tionably that each sector of mathematical thought can be supplied with a
set of axioms "sufficient for developing systematically the endless total
ity of true propositions about the given area of inquiry ([4J, p. 6). Also,
within this axiomatic method, the presumption was that no inconsistencies
can arise within it ([3], p. 73). By inconsistencies, it is meant that no
two propositions can be derived from the set of axioms in which one is the

negation ofthe other. Godel's paper showed that this assumption isimplau
sible. He presented mathematicians with the conclusion that the axiomatic

method has certain inherent limitations, and thus, the axioms arc incom

plete. He also proved that it is impossible to establish the internal logical
consistency of a large class of deductive systems ([4], p. 6). Before dis

cussing the essence of Godel's reasoning behind his proof, a background
on theformalist philosophy of mathematics as founded by Kant anddevel
oped further by David Hilbert is needed. Also, a more in depth discussion
on the form of a proofof consistency would be advantageous.
Formalism

Formalism is the view that mathematics is concerned with formal sym
bolic systems. Mathematics is regarded as "a collection of such abstract
developments, in which the terms arc mere symbols; the ultimate base of

mathematics does not lie in logic but only in a collection of prelogical
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marks or symbols and in a set of operations with these marks" ([1], p.
633). Kant holds that in mathematics, even though the theorems follow
from the axioms according to principals of logic, the axioms and theorems
are not themselves principles of logic ([3], p. 72). David Hilbert adapted
Kants philosophy, and expressed the ideathat if mathematics contains only
ideal symbols which are the descriptions of concrete objects of a certain
kind and the logical relations between the descriptions, then no inconsis
tencies can arise within it. Thus, the establishment of the consistency of
the various branches of mathematics becomes an important and necessary
part of the formalist program. Without a proof of consistency, the whole
formalist study is senseless ([l],p. 633).
In 1920 Hilbert and his collaborators, Bemays, Ackermann, and von

Neumann started work on the formalist program. Previous consistency
proofs based upon "interpretations and models usually merely shift the
question ofconsistency from one domain of mathematics to another" ([1|,
p. 634). In general, the proofs arc only relative. Hilbert conceived of a
new, direct approach to the consistency problem.

Hilbert's Form of an Absolute Proof of Consistency(His Program)

The first step in the construction of an absolute proof is the complete
formalization of a deductive system. This means draining the expressions
occurring within the system of all meaning. The signs are to be combined
and manipulated by a set of precisely stated rules ([4], p. 26). Hilbert's
form of an absolute proof of consistency deals with finite mathematical
systems. He sought to develop a methodthat would yield demonstrations
of consistency "as much beyond genuine logical doubt as the use of finite
models for establishing the consistency of certain sets of postulates. By
an analysis of a finite number of structural features ofexpressions in com
pletely formalized system of signs (called a 'calculus') an absolute proof
can be constructed" ([4], p. 33).
There arc four steps in the formalization process:

1. A complete catalogue is preparedofthe elementary signs to be used in
the calculus. These are its vocabulary.
2. The "Formation Rules" are laid down. They declare which of the com
binations of the signs in the vocabulary are accepted as "formulas" (in
effect, as sentences). The rulesmay be viewedas constituting the gram
mar of the system.

3. The "Transformation Rules"are stated. They describe the precise struc
ture offormulas from which other formulas ofgiven structure are deriv
able. These rules are in effect the rules of inference.
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4. Finallycertain formulas arc selectedas axioms(or as "primitiveformu
las"), which serve as the foundation for the entire system1.
For the sake of brevity the actual list of signs along with the various
rules and axioms will not be listed.

The purpose in the proof is to show that the set of axioms is not contra

dictory or in other words to prove absolutely that it is impossible by using
the Transformation Rules to derive from the axioms a formula S together
with its formal negation ~ S ([4], p. 50). If this does occur, then one can
conclude that any formula constructed from the Formation Rules would

be deduciblc from the axioms. Putting this statement in theorem form we
have: "If the calculus is not consistent, every formula is a theorem." This
theorem has a contrapositivc: "If not every formula is a theorem (i.e., if
there is at leastone formula that is not derivable from the axioms), thenthe
calculus is consistent" (|4|, p. 51). The problem in the proof, therefore, is
to illustrate that there is at least one formula that cannot be derived from

the axioms. If this can be done with a system of mathematics, then one has
an absolute proof of consistency.

Hilbcrt's method codifies only a fragment of formal logic. In major
systems of mathematics such as all of geometry and abstract algebra, a
one-to-one correspondence can be established between these systems and
arithmetic (i.e., these systems arc reducible to arithmetic). "The reducibility to arithmetic ofphysical and mathematical theories which contain ideal

notions raises the question of the consistency of arithmetic itself ([3], p.
75). The main question to be solved comes to be, is Hubert's formal ap
paratus and vocabulary (a finitistic method) powerful enough to prove the
whole of arithmetic consistent and not merely a fragment? Many attempts
to construct a proof were unsuccessful. Godel's paper showed that oper

ating within the strict limits of Hilbcrt's original program, one such proof
is impossible ([4], p. 58). The motivation behind Godel's proofand the
machinery needed to understand his reasoning have been presented. Now
a brief discussionof the essenceof his proof can be done.
The Essence of Godel's Proof

Gddel Numbering

Godel's proof was achieved through an ingenious form of mapping.
He showed that it is possible to assign a unique number to each elemen
tary sign, each formula (or sequence of signs), and each proof (or finite

1 The complete list ofthese steps along with the actual complete catalogue ofthe

signs, the Formation Rules, Transformation Rules, and axioms arc found on pages
46-51 of Nagel and Newman's book on Gadel's Proof.
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sequence of formulas) in a formalized calculus. These numbers are tags
called a Godel number. The table below displays the signs, the number
associated with each, and the meaning ofeach sign.
Constant Signs Godel Number

Meaning

~
V
3

I
2
3

not
or
ifthen

3

4

There is an

=

5

equals

0

6

zero

s

7

the immediate successor of

(
)

8
9

punctuation mark
punctuation mark

,

10

punctuation mark

Numerical Variable

Godel Number

A Possible Substitution Instance

x

y

II
13

0
so

z

17

y

Numerical values arc associated with prime numbers greater than 10.
Sentential Variable
P

Godel Number
ll2

A Possible Substitution Instance
0= 0

q

132

(3x) (x = sy)

r

172

pDq

Sentential variables arc associated with the squares of prime numbers
greater than 10.
Predicate Variable
P

G6del Number
ll3

A Possible Substitution Instance
Prime

Q

133

Composite

R

173

Greater than

Predicate variables are associated with thecubes of prime numbers greater
than ten2.

Suppose we have the formula, '(3x) (x = sy)'. Translated in meta
llic entire notation andarrangement of reasoning concerning Godel's proofused in
thispaper is consistent with Nagel and Newman's book onGodel's proof(pp68-97). The
notation in this book and itsarrangement is easy to follow if onedoesnot havemuch
experience with advanced mathematics.
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mathematical terms this says, "There is an x such that x is the immediate
successor of y", and says in effect, that every number has an immedi
ate successor. The numbers associated with its ten constituent elementary
signs are, respectively, 8, 4, 11, 9, 8, 11, 5, 7, 13, 9. Rather than have ten
numbers represent a formula, it would be more desirable to have a single
number represent the formula. This is done by assigning the formula the
unique number that is the product of the first ten primes in order of mag
nitude, each prime being raised to a power equal to the Godel number of
the corresponding elementary sign. Thus, the formula is associated with

the number28 x 3* x 5" x 79 x ll8 x 1311 x 175 x 197 x 2313 x 299;
let us refer to this number as m. In a similar fashion, a unique number,
the product of as many primes as there are signs (each prime being raised
to a power equal to the Godel number of the corresponding sign), can be
assigned to every finite sequence of elementary signs and, in particular, to
every formula.

Now consider a sequenceof formulas that may occur in some proof:
(3a;) (x = sy)
(3x) (x = sO)
The second formula reads: "There is an a; such that x is the immediate

successor of 0"; it is derivable from the first by substituting the numeral
'0' for the numerical variable 'y'. The Godel number of m has already
been assigned to the first formula, and suppose that n is the Godel number
assigned to the second formula. As before, instead of having two numbers
to represent a sequence, it is convenient to have a single number as a
tag for the sequence. Using the same rules as before, we will agree to
associate with it the number which is the product of the first two primes
in order of magnitude, each prime being raised to a power equal to the
Godel numberof the corresponding formula in the sequence. If we call
this number k, we can write k = 2m x 3n. By applying this compact
procedure we can obtain a number for each sequence of formulas. In
conclusion, every expression in the system, whether an elementary sign,
a sequence of signs (i.e., a formula), or a sequence of sequences (i.e., a
proof), can be assigned a unique Godel number. Thus, the formal calculus
has been completely "arithmetized". The method is essentially a set
of directions for setting up a one-to-one correspondence between the
expressions in the calculus and a certain subset of the integers. Given
an expression, the Godel number uniquely corresponding to it can be
calculated. Working in reverse, given a number it can be determined
whether it is a Godel number, and, if it is, the expression it represents can
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be exactly analyzed and retrieved.
Every meta-mathematical statement (or a sentence form ofa mathemat

ical relation) is represented by a unique formula within arithmetic; and the
relationsoflogical dependencebetweenthe meta-mathematical statements
are fully reflected in the numerical relations of dependence between their
corresponding arithmetical formulas. The mapping Godel uses reducesthe
relations between formulas and the relations between proofs into an inves
tigation of the arithmetical properties and relations of certain integers.
Demonstrable Formulas

Focusing attention to the meta-mathematical statement: "The sequence
of formulas with Godel number a; is a proof of the formula with Godel
number z". This statement is represented by a definite formula in the
arithmetical calculus, which expresses a purely arithmetical relation be
tween x and z. (To understand the complexity of this relation recall the
example in which the Godel number k = 2m x 3" was assigned to the
proof whose conclusion was the Godel number n. Here there is a defi

nite relation between k, the Godel numberof the proof, and n, the Godel
number of the conclusion.) We write this relation between x and z as the

formula 'Dem(x, z)\ Thismeans, "The sequence of formulas with Godel
number x is a proof (or demonstration) of the formula with Godel number
z". Thus, it can be said that the formula is demonstrable. To establish

the truth or falsity of the meta-mathematical statement under discussion,
we must ask whether the relation lDeni' holds between the two numbers.

Conversely, we can establish that the arithmetical relation holds between

a pairof numbers by showing that the meta-mathematical statement rep
resented by this relation between the numbers is true. Similarly,the metamathematicalstatement "the sequenceof formulas with the Godel number
x is not a proof for the formula with the Godel number z" is represented
by a definite formula in the formalized arithmetical system. This formula

is the formal contradictory of 'Dem(x, z)\ namely,'~ Dem(xt z)\
Thus far a mere "taste" ofthe foundation constructed for Godel's proof
has been given. We can now move to the heart of the argument Godel
presents. Because of the complexity and the length of his proof, only a
general explanation will be given.
The Main Argument

Godel showed, usingmethods that have been described in the previous
paragraphs of this paper, (i) how to construct an arithmetical formula G
that represents the meta-mathematical statement: "the formula G is not
demonstrable". In Godel's argument, the formula G is associated with the
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number h, and is constructed so that it corresponds to the statement: "The
formula with the associated with the number h is not demonstrable". But

(ii) Godel also showed that G is demonstrable if, and only if, its formal
negation ~ G is demonstrable. However, from Hilbcrt's form of an abso

lute proofof consistency, if a formula and its own formal negation arc both
formally demonstrable, the arithmetical calculus is not consistent. Accord

ingly, if the calculus is consistent, neitherG nor ~ G is formally derivable
from the axioms of arithmetic. Therefore, if arithmetic is consistent, G is

a formally undccidable formula. Godel then proved (iii) that, though G is
not formally demonstrable, it is nevertheless a true arithmetical formula,
(iv) Since G is both true and formally undccidable, the axioms of arith
metic arc incomplete. In other words, we cannot deduce all arithmetical
truths from the axioms. More encompassing, Godel established that arith
metic is essentially incomplete: even if additional axioms were assumed so

thatthe true formula G could be derived from the augmented set, another
true but formally undecided formula could be constructed (i.e., by adding
a recursively definable class of axioms, there exist undccidable arithmeti

cal propositions) ([2], p. 193). This is Godel's Incompleteness Theorem,
(v) Next, Godel described how to construct an arithmetical formula A that

represents the meta-mathematical statement: "Arithmetic is consistent";

and he proved thatthe formula 'A C G'(ifA, then G) is formally demon
strable. Finally, he showed that the formula A is not demonstrable since it

was previously proven thatG was notdemonstrable ([4], p. 86). From this
it follows that the consistency of arithmetic cannot be established by an
argument that can be represented in the formal arithmetical calculus (i.e.,

the question of consistency is undccidable). This is Godel's Consistency
Theorem.

Conclusion

The conclusions in Godel's paper are monumental for the field of for

malized mathematics. When formalizing any mathematical system and
establishing a one-to-one correspondence with a subset of the integers,
there are true arithmetical statements that cannot be derived from the set
ofarithmetical axioms. This is the fundamental limitation in the axiomatic

method, for the axioms arc essentially incomplete. Also, the consistency
of arithmetic cannot be proved using arithmetic ([5], p. 110)! Even if
one could prove the consistency of arithmetic using another system, then
occurs the problem of proving the consistency of that more powerful sys
tem. It is a never-ending undecidable paradigm on consistency. Thus, the
formalist approach to mathematics leaves many unanswerable questions.
It appears that Godel believes that only a philosophy of the Platonic type

—
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can supply us with an adequate perception ofmathematics ([4], p. 99).

The philosophy is that mathematics is discovered and is not just a sys

tem of symbols related to one another by a created set of rules, as the
formalist would perceive mathematics. If mathematics is as the formalist
perceives and a consistency proof could have been achieved, then mathe
matics would be a science untouched by the postmodernist views of un

certainty. However, this paper describes that such a proof is impossible.

Therefore, the very foundations ofmathematics arc lacking in certainty.
The once thought "perfect" science is, as all ofman's sciences, imperfect.
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From the Pages of...
"A mathematician wishing to write a paper needs to prove a particular
point. He works continuously for 48 hours and finally proves it. In his
paper hecasually refers tothis point with the remark, "It iseasily seen that
5>

Another mathematician wishing to write a paper needs to prove a par
ticular point. He also works without pause for 48 hours but is unable to
prove it. He wishes to write the paper anyway so he casually refers to this
point with the remark, "It is obvious that ••-."

-The Pentagon, Spring 1956 (pp.110-111)
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Using Mathematics to Search for the Fourth Dimension
John J. Sappey, student
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The purpose of this paper is to try to use mathematics to analyze as
pects of thefourth-dimension, even though wecannot possibly visualize it
due tothe limits placed onusby our three-dimensional world. Some might
saythat it is ridiculous to talk about any dimension higher than the thirddimension, but right now, physicists are talking and debating about the
concept of string theory. These small particles may bethe key to formulat
ing a universal law that would be fundamental to all physics. Interestingly,
these strings are theorized to exist as 10- and 26-dimensional objects, but
this ideaof multidimensionality is nothing new to the field of mathemat
ics, queen of the sciences. Linear algebra has long dealt with the ideaof
n-dimensional equations, and calculus is not restricted by our three- di
mensional world. You can easily add another independent variable into a
function, and some even explain phenomena in this world. There is even

some talk among physicists that the fourth dimension might just begrav
ity, and the fifth is light. Then at 10- and 26- dimensions are strings. So
the message I am trying to convey in this introductory paragraph is that
it is not ridiculous to talk about the fourth-dimension, because physicists
are even talking abouthigher dimensions! Thispaperwilldemonstrate the
use of mathematics to analyze some aspects of the fourth-dimension, even
though we cannot visualize it.

While in Calculus IV, myclass began studying functions of several vari

ables. Two independent variables would determine a third dependent one,
which was a three-dimensional graph in R3. Surprisingly, there were equa
tions that had three independent variables which determined a fourth de

pendent variable. This would be described as being the fourth-dimension

in RA. The text book stated that itcould not be graphed orvisualized, but
that calculus was not limited to ourthree-dimensional space. I became cu
rious about this and wanted to learn more about the fourth-dimension. It
seemed that calculus could prove its existence.

Some believed that the fourth-dimension was time, which can be a
fourth-dimension mathematically. Yet, time can be added to the seconddimension to get a third-dimension mathematically, butit is not the thirddimension. I wanted to look at the fourth-dimension as being based on
four axes. Another point that I have heard about time is that watches slow
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down in airplanes compared to stationary ones on the ground. I decided
to show this mathematically by using the time dilation equation, which is
derived from Einstein's General Theory of Relativity. It would calculate
the ratio ofone tick ofa clock on the ground per ticks in the moving clock.
The time dilation factor (slowing down of a clock) is calculated as:
Time between ticks of a moving clock
1
1/2
Time between ticks of a stationary clock

(-5?)

where Vr is the relative velocity, and c is the speed oflight in a vacuum.
An airplane with avelocity of239^,compared to a stationary clock on
the ground, would have a time dilation factor of:
T<1 =

1

]

(l-f)"2

_

-

3

1/2 = 1 + 10"

(239f)'
(3.00x10* =)2

Ofcourse, this is negligible to us, but as velocity increases, what hap
pens to the time dilation factor? To determine this, I took the limit of the
time dilation factor. The domain of the function includes all values of die

velocity from 0 to c. A negative relative velocity does not exist and no
velocity can exceed c, for then you would be taking the square root of a
negative number. This also proves that no velocity can exceed c, which is
in agreement with Einstein's General Theory ofRelativity.
1

lim
K—.c

L( i-S)

lim
vr—o

= 0=°°

1/2

1/2

=

1

M)

which means both clocks have the same time.

Imc = ticks of the moving clock
Let tsC = ticks of the stationaryclock

=

Td

rd = time dilation factor

To the stationary clock, a clock moving at a velocity of c appears to

have actually stopped, for rd = ^ = oo, which means that there arc
an infinite number of ticks for the moving clock within a single tick for
the stationary clock. Therefore, time slows down as velocity approaches
c, and stops where velocity is c. Due to this, it is proven that there is
no absolute time throughout space. Time can be a fourth-dimension
mathematically, but not the fourth-dimension. Time seems to be
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dependent on velocity. Calculus adds axes for each higher dimension. By
extending this, the fourth-dimension is based on the x-axis, y-axis, z-axis,
and a fourth axis. Therefore, the fourth-dimension is another axis that will
be called the w-axis.

If we start with examining the zeroth-dimension, we can visualize it as
being a single point (e.g. C , like a sphere or circle with r = 0). Now to
find the first-dimension, imagine a perpendicular line through the paper at
that point. You now have the x-axis, or first-dimension, which is a line.
Now redraw the first-dimension as a line on the paper.
e.g.

<

•

At a point in the line (<
•
•),
imagine a line passing through that point perpendicular to that line and the
paper. Now you have the y-axis, which added to the x-axis, makes an xy
plane. This is the second-dimension. Now redraw the second-dimension
onto the paper.
y-axis
A

eg-

x-axis

Now imagine a line passing throughthe origin ofthe second-dimension
and is perpendicularto both axes. This would be the z-axis, and you would
now have the third-dimension. Now redrawthis onto the paper.
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Now imagine a line through the origin coming and going through the
paper, and is a normal line to the paper. This can be called the w-axis,
and is the axis that determines the fourth-dimension. The cross-section

of it would be a three-dimensional object, for a slice would be the image
on the paper having three axes. This is evident in calculus, such as in the
second dimension where y = f(x), in the third-dimension where z =

f(x, y), and in the fourth-dimension it can be continued by writing w =
f(x,y, z). Inthe zeroth-dimension, only a point exists, like a sphere with
r = 0. In the first-dimension, only length and points exist, and can be
thought of as a circle with \/r = 4 or just a straight line. In the seconddimension, only an objectwithlength andwidth exists. Herea circleexists
with other polygons. Inthe third-dimension, length, width, anddepth exist,
and cubes and spheres can exist. Objectsofthe fourth-dimension cannot be
visualized, but their cross-sections can be observed in our third-dimension.

The equation for a circle is y2 = C - x2, where C is a constant and the

r = C1/2. The equation for asphere is z2 = C-x2 —y2. This pattern can
be continued to sec what a hypersphcrc equation would by in the fourthdimension. The equation of the hypersphcrc is w2 = C —x2 —y2 —

z2. Also, since the last two dimensions (2-D and 3-D) had the radius, or
distance from the center tothe edge, determined byC1/2, then the distance
from the center of the hypersphere to its edge should also be C1/2. This
measurement can also be in feet, meters, etc., for going from the firstdimension to the second-dimension and to the third-dimension, all could
have the length measured in feet, meters, etc.
Even though an object in the fourth-dimension cannot be visualized or

graphed, a cross-sectional areaof the objectcan begraphed and visualized.
The book Flatiand, by Edwin AbbottAbbott, showedhow a square in the
second-dimension, which is an xy plane, would be perceived by a being
in the first dimension, which is a straight line. As the square would pass
through the first-dimension, it would appearas a line and then disappear
when it left. If a circle from the third-dimension were to pass through
the second-dimension, it would appear at first as a point, and then would
grow into a circle with the radius increasing, until the radius was equal
to its radius in the third dimension. Then the radius would decrease until

it was a point and then disappear. Thus, extending this information, we
can propose that we can perceive a fourth-dimensional object in our thirddimensional world as its cross-section in our world. A sphere in the fourthdimension was called a hypersphcrc in Flatiand. Even though we cannot

visualize the fourth-dimensional hypersphere, its cross-section, or shape
of appearance in the third-dimension, can be graphed and visualized. The
equation fora hypersphere is w2 = C—x2—y2—z2, where C is a constant.
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Ifwe setw2 = 0 to remove the plotted points onthe w-axis, then 0 = C —
x2—y2 —z2, andwecansolve forz2. Therefore, z2 = C —x2—y2, which
is the equation ofa sphere. What this tells us is that even though we cannot
visualize a hypersphere in the fourth-dimension, if it either passes through
or enters our dimension, first it appears as a point, and then it will appear
as a sphere. The larger the hypersphere passing through our dimension,
the large r the radius of the sphere appearing in our dimension, because
if a sphere were to pass through the second-dimension, it would appear at
first as a point that would grow larger as a circle until it had the same r

as the sphere. Also, the radius of a hypersphcrc would still be C1/2. The
diameter of a sphere appearing in the second-dimension would be equal
to the diameter of the largest circle, which is its cross-section. Therefore,
the diameter ofthe cross-section of a hypersphcrc in our three-dimensional
world would be equal to the diameter in the fourth-dimension. Although
units of length seem to continue up into each dimension, cubic feet is only
existent in our three-dimensional world. In the fourth-dimension, volume
as we would call it, would be expressed in feet raised to the fourth power.
It would not really be volume, but it describes what the w-axis is, and is not
possible to sec in its entirety, but can be seen in cross-section as it enters
our world.

Turning to algebra, a square could be expressed as the square of a bi
nomial. The binomial is the length, represented by (p + q). The square of
this binomial,

(P + 9)2

= (p + q)(p + q)
= p(p + q) + q{p + q)

= p2 +pq + qp + q2
= p2 + 2qp + q2
->•«-

pq

p*q

pq

Banchoff, pg. 24

Banchoff, pg. 24
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To get a cube, cube the binomial

(P + q)3 =(p + q)(p + q)2
= p(p + q)2 + qp(p + q)2

= pip2 + 2pq + q2) + q(p2 + 2pq + q2)
= (p3 + 2p2q + pq2) + (qp2 + 2pq2 + q3)

= p3+3p29 + 3p92 + g3
This tells us that a cube with length (p + q), has eight pieces, found by
adding up the coefficients. There will be one cube of length p, one cube
of length q, three rectangular prisms with a square base of length p and a
height ofq, and three rectangular prisms with asquare base oflength qand
a height of p.

Ahypcrcube can be expressed as raising a binomial tothe fourth power.
(p+ q)A = p4 + 4p39 + 6pV + 4p93 + qA
Therefore, the hypercube will have 16 pieces. The dimension ofa piece
is found by adding the exponents. There will be a hypercube of length p,
ahypercube of length q, 4 four-dimensional prisms with a cubical base of
p and height q, 6 four-dimensional objects with two lengths of p and two
lengths of q at each vertex, and 4 four-dimensional prisms with a cubical
base of qand height p. The above is stated by Thomas F. Banchoff, in his
book Beyond the Third Dimension, allows perceiving the hypercube as a
binomial to the fourth power. He also states that coefficients of binomial

expansion can be expressed by each row of Pascal's triangle:
1

1

1

1

2

13

14

1
3

6

1

4

1

Pascal's Triangle

Now lets look at the components of the hypersphere by noticing the
change from thezcroth-dimension onwards. Achart willorganize thedata.
Object
Dimension Vertices Edges Faces Solids
Point
Segment

0-D
1-D

10
2
1

0
0

0
0

Square

2-D

4410

Cube

3-D

8

12

6

1

Hypcrcube
Hypcr-hypercube

4-D
5-D

16
32

32
80

24
80

8
40
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Vertices = 2", where n is the dimensional #.

Edges = n x 2""', wheren is the dimensional #.
Also, ifyou look at a square with length I, you can calculate the diago

nal as(.(2)ll2. Acube's longest diagonal would be £(3) '/2. Therefore, the
longest diagonal of a hypcrcube or beyond can be found by the equation

n1/2, when I is one. This canbedone when you keep finding the distance
between the origin and (1,1) for2-D, (1,1,1) for 3-D, (1,1,1,1) for4-D,
etc. So, a diagonal of a cube of I = 1 projected into the fourth-dimension
would be 41/2.
The next step in trying to understand the fourth dimension is using co
ordinate geometry. To simplify the process of finding coordinates for a
square, cube, and hypcrcube, let (. = 1, or use the unit square. Beginning
in the second-dimension, or xy plane, with the square, the origin is (0,0).
Two other points may be found with one on each axis. They arc repre

sented by (x, 0) and (0, y). The fourth point will be represented by (x, y).
Knowing that it is a unitsquare, the values will be (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), and
(1,1). To extend this to the third-dimension, all possible combinations
of (x, y) are used. The first is the origin at (0,0,0). The three axes give
(x,0,0) = (1,0,0), (0,y,0) = (0,1,0), and (0,0,z) = (0,0,1). Then
there is (x,y,0) = (1,1,0), (x.O.z) = (1,0,1), (0,y,z) = (0,1,1), and
(x, y, z) = (1,1,1). The fourth- dimension hypcrcube has 16 vertices, de
termined from the chart of components of shapes in different dimensions.
The form will be (x,y,z,w). All the coordinates of the hypercube will
then be:

(0,0,0,0) (1,0,0,0)
(0,0,1,0) (1,0,1,0)
(0,0,1,1) (1,0,1,1)
(0,0,0,1) (1,0,0,1)
The maximal diagonal [(0,0,0,0)

(1,1,0,0) (0,1,0,0)
(1,1,1,0) (0,1,1,0)
(1,1,1,1) (0,1,1,1)
(1,1,0,1) (0,1,0,1)
to (1,1,1,1)] is also proven here to

be 41/2 asmentioned earlier, using the distance formula.
Returning back to the string theory mentioned earlier, some physicists
believe that gravity is the fourth-dimension. What we perceive as gravity
in our third-dimension could really be the fourth-dimension entering ours.
Gravity attracts equally in all directions. This is like a sphere. A hyper
sphcrc would appear in our three-dimensional world similar to the effects
of gravity. Black holes arc also believed by some physicists to be con
nected to white holes, or quasars, even though they are separated by great
distances, and there is no connection observed between them. This could

be explained by higher dimensions. In Flatiand and Sphereland, a hand
of a human in the third-dimension can pass through the second-dimension
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and appear as separate circles not connected, but being the same and one
united object. The cross-sectionof the fingers would appear as such a phe
nomena to the two-dimensional beings. This can be turned into an analogy
between the third- and fourth-dimensions. A black hole and a quasar may
be united only in the fourth-dimension. Matter pulled into the black hole

passesthroughthe fourth-dimension and re-enters our third-dimension by
way ofthe quasar. In conclusion, eventhough the fourth-dimension cannot
be visualized or graphed, the existence can be analyzed by mathematics.
We can also hypothesize about the form the fourth dimension takes in our
world.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Dr. Skoner, Ms. Miko, Mr.
Dcskevich, Dr. Harris, and Father Oliver Hcbcrt, T.O.R., for all their help
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The Problem Corner

Edited by Kenneth M. Wilkc

The Problem Corner invites questions of interest to undergraduate stu
dents. As a rule the solution should not demand any tools beyond calcu
lus. Although new problems are preferred, old ones of particular interest
or charm are welcome, provided the source is given. Solutions should
accompany problems submitted for publication. Solutions of the follow

ing problems should be submitted on separate sheets before July 1, 2000.
Solutions received after the publication deadline will be considered also
until thetime when copy is prepared for publication. The solutions will be

published in the Fall 2000 issue of The Pentagon, with credit being given
to the student solutions. Affirmation of student status and school should
be included with solutions. Address all communications to Kenneth M.

Wilke, Department of Mathematics, 275 Morgan Hall, Washburn Univer
sity, Topeka, Kansas 66621 (e-mail: xxwilkc@acc.wuacc.edu).
PROBLEMS 535-539

Problem 535. Proposed by the editor.

Determine the smallest value of 118P - 7q\ where p and q arc positive
integers and || denotes absolute value.

Problem 536. Proposed by the editor.

Let P(n) denote the product of the divisors of n (including 1 and n)
Find, with proof, the smallest integer n such that P(n) = n8 where:
(a) n is an integer;
(b) n is a perfect square; and
(c) n is a perfect cube.

Problem 537. Proposed by the editor.
Let r, s, t, u and v be integers such that both their sum and the sum of

their squares are divisible by an odd prime p. Prove that p also divides the
quantity r5 -f- s5 + i5 + u5 + v5 - brsluv.
Problem 538. Proposed by the editor.

An eccentric gardener with a mathematical penchant has a group of
gardens which have the following common properties: each garden has a
triangular shape such that the area of the garden is twice the perimeter;
each side is an integral number of feet; and in each garden two sides are
consecutive integers. How many gardens docs the eccentric gardener have
and whatare the dimensions ofeachgarden?
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Problem 539. Proposed by the Albert White, St. Bonaventure University,
St. Bonaventure, New York.

For points x, y, z, let [x, y, z] denote the area ofthe triangle formed by
the pointsx, y and z. Let a,band c be the vertices ofa right triangle. Find
the point x such that [o, b, x\2 + [a, c, x]2 + [b, c, x]2 isa minimum. For the
purposes ofthis problem assume that all points lie in the same plane.

Please help your editor by submitting problem proposals?]
SOLUTIONS 525-529

Editor's comment. The editor wishes to acknowledge that Carl Libis,
Antioch College, Yellow Spring, Ohio, was inadvertently omitted from the

list ofsolvers for problem 509. Mr Libis submitted a solution for parts (a)
and(b) of problem 509. The editor apologizes for any inconvenience this
has caused.

Problem 525. Proposed by Pat Costcllo, Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond Kentucky.
Determine the last two digits ofthe number

A' = 19199 +2929* +3939° +49'199 +59599 +69(i9'J +79799 + 89899 +99"9.
Solution by Clayton Dodge, Orono, Maine.

Observe that 492 = 992 = \(mod 100). Also 92 = 59'2 = 81
192 = 692 = 61,29* = 792 = 41 and 392 = 892 = 21 all modulo
100. Furthermore, 212 = 41,412 = 81,612 = 21 and 812 = 61 all mod

ulo 100. Note also that 61 •41 = 21 •81 = \(mod 100). It follows that

910 = 1910 = 2910 = ... = 9910 = \(mod 100). Hence each ofthe
exponents 199,299,... ;999 can be reduced modulo 10. Since 92 = 81,
it follows that if n = 9(mod 10), then odd powers of n arc congruent to
9 modulo 10 and even powers of n arc congruent to 1 modulo 10, so we
only need to consider the values of 199,292, . . (mod 100). Since we

have 9 •89 = 19 •79 = 29 •69 = 39 •59 = 292 = \(mod 100), then

199 = 79,292 = 69... (mod 100). Finally we see that the given sum
becomes 79 4- 69 + 59 + 49 + 39 + 29 + 19 + 9 + 99 = 51 (mod 100) so
the given sum ends in 51.

Also solved by. Charles Ashbacher, Hiawatha, Iowa; Tom Eisner, Ket

tering University, Flint, Michigan; Carl Libis, Antioch College, Yellow
Spring, Ohio; Jeff Stevens, student, Eastern Kentucky University, Rich
mond, Kentucky; and the proposer.

Problem 526. Proposed by Bryan Dawson, Union University, Jackson,
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Tennessee.

Given AABC and its image AA'B'C underan unknown glide reflec
tion, give a compass-and-straightedge construction that determines both
the line of reflection and the vector of translation parallel to that line that
constitute the unknown glide reflection.
Solution by Clayton Dodge, Orono, Maine.

Triangles ABC and A'B'C must be distinct, oppositely congruent,
and not related by a single reflection, but rather by a product of three re
flections. Let m be the perpendicular bisector of segment AA'. Reflect
triangle ABC in line m\ i.e. perform the reflection am(ABC). Now

A maps to A' and we let B\ and C\ be the images of B and C respec
tively. Thus am(ABC) = A'BiC\. Let n be the perpendicular bi
sector of B'B\. Since n passes through point A', then an(A'B\C\) =
A!B'Ci for some point C2. Then line A'B', which we denote by p, is the
perpendicular bisector of C'C2, and ap(A'B'C2) = A'B'C Therefore
cp(Tno-m(ABC) = A'B'C. Assuming that the glide reflection does not
reduce to just a reflection, then the lines m, n, and p do not form a pencil;
i.e. they are not all parallelnordo they passthrougha common point. Then
line n must intersect at least one of lines m and p. We assume that lines
mand n intersect. If not, then lines n and p intersect and the construction
is similar to the following.

Let lines ra and n intersect at point D. The product anam is a rotation
about point D through twice the angle from line m to line n. We rotate
linesm and n about D into in' and n' maintaining the angle between them,
and with line n' perpendicular to line p. Then crnom = an,a„„. Let lines
n' and p meet at point E. Rotate n' and p about E into n" and p', main
taining the angle between them, and such that n" is perpendicular to m'.
Then o-p(rnam = av,onl,o,ni. Then n" is the mirror of the reflection and
the translation is through twice the vector from line in' to line n'. [Since
the copying of angles is a ruler and compass construction, the construction
described also can be performed using a ruler and compass.]
Also solved by the proposer.

1. C.W. Dodge, Euclidean Geometry and Transformations, AddisonWesley Publishing Co., Reading, MA (1972), Theorem 13.13, p.65;
Theorems 14.9 and 14.10, page 69; Theorem 16.4, pp 74-75.
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Problem 527. Proposed by the Carol Collins, Drury College, Springfield,
Missouri.

Prove that in the expansion of (x2 + x + l)n, the coefficient of the x

term is nand the coefficient ofthe x2 term is ^^^ for all integers n > 1.
Solution by Russ Euler and Jawad Sadck (jointly), Northwest Missouri
State University, Maryvillc, Missouri.

Let /(x) = (x2 + x + 1)". By Taylor's Theorem, the coefficients ofx

and x2 will be given by f'(0) and ^; respectively. Then since
f'(x) = n(x2 -f- x + lj^and f'(x) = n(x2 + x + l)"-2[2(x2 + x +
1) + (n - l)(2x + l)2], itfollows that /'(0) = n and ^

= "<"+1),

Also solved by: Charles Ashbacher, Hiawatha, Iowa; Amy Bittinger.
Western Maryland College, Westminster, Maryland; James K. Bryan, stu
dent, California State University, Fresno, California; Tom Eisner, Ket
tering University, Flint, Michigan; Carl Libis, Antioch College, Yellow
Springs, Ohio andthe proposer.
Problem 528. Proposed by the editor.

Consider apaired number p(n) to be formed by concatenating the same
number twice; e.g. p(1234) = 12341234. What is the smallest integer n
for which p(n) is a perfect square? What is the next smallest integer nn
for which p(nn) is a perfect square and nn has more digits than n docs?
smallest square twin?

Since no solutions have been received for this problem, it will remain
open for another issue.

Problem 529. Proposed by Bryan Dawson, Union University,
Jackson.Tcnnesscc.

Let BC be a fixed line segment, £a line parallel to BC, and A anarbi
trary point on£. Describe (with proof) the path followed by the ortiiocenter
of AABC as A moves along £.

Solution by Albert White, St. Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure,
New York.

In triangle ABC, let vertex B be the point (0,0) and vertex C be the
point (c, 0). Let the line £ be the line y = b. Then let vertex A be the

point (a, b) since A lies on line £. Since the ortiiocenter is the point of
intersection of the altitudes, it must lie on each of the lines x = a, y =

6 and y = 'c~6a?-. The intersection of these three lines is the point
(a, ^f2*). Hence the path of the ortiiocenter is given by the equation
y = x a"^ which is aparabola.
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Also solvedby: BrianAlbright, student,EmporiaState University, Em
poria, Kansas; Clayton Dodge, Orono, Maine; and the proposer.
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Kappa Mu Epsilon News
Edited by Don Tosh, Historian

News of chapter activities and other noteworthy KME events should be
sent to Don Tosh, Historian, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Department,
Evangel College, 1111 N. Glenstone, Springfield, MO 65802, or to
toshd@evangcl.edu.
INSTALLATION OF NEW CHAPTERS

Texas Lambda
Trinity University, San Antonio

The TexasLambdachapterofKappaMu Epsilonwas installed on Mon
day, November22, 1999, at a 4:00 p.m. reception in the Gold Room of the
Chapman Memorial Center on the campus of Trinity University in San
Antonio. Donna K. Hafncr, CO Delta, Director of the South Central Re

gion of the society, served as installing officer. Benjamin Passty, student
President ofthe Trinity University Math Society, served as the conductor.
Preceding the installation ceremony, ProfessorHafher presented a his
tory of Kappa Mu Epsilon, discussed the traditions of the society, and
presented the chapter with a permanent Chapter Registry. Following the
ceremony, Professor Donald Bailey, Dean of Science, offered congratula
tory remarks and spoke briefly about some mathematics of historical im
portance in the development ofour world.
TX Lambda chapter has twenty-eight charter members. Student mem
bersare: BrianCervantes, MingChiu,Kristan Docrfler, Amy Gass, Wendy
Hendricks, Jessica Hilton, Fernanda Iturbe, Rick Kimple, Farica Paul,
Ellen Phifcr, Leslie Ramirez, Claire Reynolds, Cristina Rodriguez, Re
becca Rosser, Scott Schacfer, Rusty Schultz, Maria Tafolla, and Lam Yu.
Faculty members are: Donald Bailey, Scott Chapman, Richard Cooper,
Saber Elaydi, Roberto Hasfura, Kenneth Hummel, Phoebe Judson, Jeff

Lawson, Darwin Peek, and Diane Saphirc.
The officers installed during the ceremony arc: Maria Tafolla, Presi
dent; Jessica Hilton, Vice President; Lam Yu, Recording Secretary; Rick
Kimpel, Treasurer; Prof. Saber Elaydi, Faculty Sponsor and Correspond
ing Secretary.

Chapter News
AL Zeta
Chapter President—Elizabeth White
Birmingham Southern College, Birmingham
7 actives, 11 associates
In November, 11 new members were initiated. The speaker for the oc
casion was Annie Laurie McCullogh, a BSC graduate and KME member
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who talked about career opportunities in mathematics. Plans for the year
include assisting with a mathematics fair at a nearby elementary school.
Other fall 1999 officers: Cody Morris, vice president; Jennifer Clem,
secretary/treasurer; Mary Jane Turner, corresponding secretary; Shirley
Branan, faculty sponsor.
AR Alpha

Chapter President—Michael Mott}

Arkansas State University, State University
8 actives, 5 associates
Other fall 1999 officers: Laura Firestone, Secretary; Jacob Hamilton,

Treasurer; William Paulsen, Corresponding Secretary.
CO Gamma
FortLewis College, Durango

Chapter President—Bethany Lyles
20 actives

An initiation ceremony was held on 10/20/99. Seven new members
were inducted. President Bethany Lyles gave a report on her summer
research fellowship at Miami University in Ohio. Other fall 1999 offi
cers: Jason Winokur, vice president; Claire Knuckles, secretary/ treasurer;
Richard Gibbs, corresponding secretary; Deborah Berrier, faculty sponsor.
CO Delta
Mesa StateCollege, GrandJunction

Chapter President—Natalie Todd
20 actives, 12 associates

Twenty-six initiates, members, and guests attended the reception, initi
ation ceremony, and business meeting held on December 5, 1999. Eleven
students and one faculty member were initiated. Student members voted to
increase annual chapter dues beginning in the year 2000 to pay for pink and
silver honor cords for graduating members. Other fall 1999 officers: Va
leric Coniff, vice president; Richard Hasenaucr, secretary; Sylvia Myhre,
treasurer; Donna Hafher, corresponding secretary; Kenneth Davis, faculty
sponsor.

GA Alpha

Chapter President—Nancy Boyette

State University of West Georgia, Carrollton
25 actives
On November 11, 1999, we held our Fall Social at a local Mexican
restaurant and a fine time was had by all who attended. We also sponsored

our annual Food and Clothing Drive for the Necdy-with the proceeds being
donated to the Salvation Army. Other fall 1999 officers: Tatiana Mack,
vice president; Amy Smith, secretary; Blake Smith, treasurer; Joe Sharp,
corresponding secretary; Joe Sharp and Mark Faucette, faculty sponsors.
IL Theta
BenedictineUniversity, Lisle

Chapter President—Mike Nielson
20 actives

We took a field trip to a local college consortium and had a special fall
speaker in November. We also took a field trip to Navy Pier in Chicago
to observe mathematics at play. Other fall 1999 officers: Tracii Friedman,
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vice president; Lisa Townsley Kulich, corresponding secretary.
IN Delta

Chapter President—Katherine Zimmer

University ofEvansville, Evansville

45 actives

KME student members offered free math tutoring for the entire univer

sity community. Other fall 1999 officers: Richard Kribs, vice president;
Melia Aldridge, secretary; Mohammad Azarian, treasurer/corresponding
secretary/faculty sponsor.

IA Alpha

Chapter President—Gary Spieler

University ofNorthern Iowa, Cedar Falls

45 activeS

Student member Allysen Edwards presented her paper "The Rademacher
Orthogonal Sequence" at our first fall meeting in September. Marcus
Bishop presented his paper "Mathematics and Music" at the second in

October while Barb Meyers presented "Sierpinski" at the third in Novem

ber. Student member Julie Binncboesc addressed the fall initiation banquet
with "Game Theory". In addition, we initiated seven new student mem
bers at our December banquet. The major event of the semester was the

homecoming coffee held at professor (emeritus) Carl Wehner's residence

in October. Other fall 1999 officers: Allysen Edwards, vice president;

Kamilla Guseynova, secretary; Douglas Stockel, treasurer; Mark Ecker[

corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.

IA Gamma
Momingside College, Sioux City

Chapter President—Ken Smith
14 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Jason Hargens, vice president; Lori Gibson,
secretary; Mary Curry, treasurer; Doug Swan, corresponding secretary/faculty
sponsor.

IA Delta
Wartburg College, Waverly

Chapter President—Paul Scbcrger
39 actives, 3 associates

The September meeting involved planning KME activities for the year
including Homecoming activities, KME t-shirt design, and agreement to
hold some meetings jointly with the physics club, PsiPhi. A math puzzler
and refreshments completed the activities for this meeting. The October
business meeting was very brief followed by a Road Rally planned and
conducted by Drs. Mariah and Brian Birgen. In November, student mem
ber Scott Kahler shared his internship experiences with an environmental

engineering firm in Denver, Colorado. A pizza party study-break during
final exam week was the December meeting. Other fall 1999 officers.
Robyn Brent, vice president; Janelle Young, secretary; Daniel Bock, trea

surer; August Waltmann, corresponding secretary; Mariah Birgen, faculty
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sponsor.

KS Alpha
Pittsburg StateUniversity, Pittsburg

Chapter President—Carrie Denton
25 actives, 5 associates

The first meeting for the fall was held October 5. At this meeting, the
plans for the year were discussed, the group picture for the yearbook was
taken, and Dr. Woodbumpresented"Coloring Pascal's Triangle." Refresh
ments were provided following the meeting. The second meeting was held
on November 9 and included the initiationceremony. Following the meet
ing, the members went out for pizza to welcome the new members. The
final meeting of the semester was the Christmas Party. Dr. Davis and his
wife hosted the party at their house on December 8. Faculty members pro
vided "goodies" for everyone to enjoy and a variety ofgames were played
by the members. Other fall 1999 officers: Jennifer Malan. vice president:
Jennifer Laswcll, secretary; Melissa Hess, treasurer; Tim Flood, corre
sponding secretary; Yaping Liu, faculty sponsor.

KS Gamma
Benedictine College, Atchison

Chapter President—Lance Hoover
7 actives, 19 associates

Twonew faculty membersgraced our presencethis fall. Barbara Kushan,
S.C.L., took the full time position vacated by Linda Herndon, OSB. when
Hcmdon took a leave from the College to pursue graduate studies in Ed
ucational Technology at the University of Wisconsin. A local secondary
teacher. Donna Roc, took on the teaching of one course while part-time
faculty member in our department. Vern Ostdiek. took a fall sabbatical.
On September 8. a record crowd enjoyed the fall picnic on the deck of die
home of faculty member Richard Farrcll. In October, sophomore student
Linda Hcyd discussed "Function Iteration" at a group gathering in Westcrtnan Hall. Her presentation was based on her directed study completed
during the semester last spring under faculty moderator Jo Ann Fellin,
OSB. In late November Richard Delaware from UMKC spoketo the group
on "Kissing Numbers." Kansas Gamma ended die semester with the tra
ditional Wassail party on December 5 at Man, wood, home of Sister Jo

Ann. Other fall 1999 officers: Curtis Sander, vice president; Jana Rupp.
associate vice president: Jo Ann Fellin, corresponding secretary/faculty
sponsor.

KS Delta
Washburn University, Topeka

Chapter President—Laurie Paycur
24 actives

Duringthe Fall, 99 semester the chapter members met with Mathcmatica, the Washburn Mathematics club, for four noon luncheon meetings. At
three of these meetings there were speakers; Dr. Ron Wasserstein - Prob

ability and the Kansas Lottery. Dr. Kevin Charlwood - Bridging the Gap
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from n=l to n=2 (on solving Cubic Equations), and Dr. David Surowski
(Kansas State University) - Ramsey Theory and Monotone Sequences.
Other fall 1999 officers: Stephanie Adelhardt, vice president; Melissa
Mikkelsen, secretary/treasurer; Allan Riveland, corresponding secretary;
Ron Wasserstein and Donna LaLonde, faculty sponsors.

KS Epsilon
FortHays State University, Hays

Chapter President—Adam North
27 actives

We held a meeting to orient new students, and also had regular meet
ings. We helped organize the Math Relays, a Western KS annual event.
We also had guest speakers, and Halloween and Christmas parties. Other
fall 1999 officers: Emily McDonald, vice president; Wendy Scott, secre
tary/treasurer; Cary Estes, historian; Chenglie Hu, corresponding secre
tary; Greg Force, Lanee Young, faculty sponsors.

KS Zeta
Southwestern College, Winfield

Chapter President—Ashley Helfrich
9 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Kristin Kraemcr, vice president; Deana Pen
nington, secretary/treasurer; Mehri Arfaei, corresponding secretary; Reza
Sarhangi, faculty sponsor.
KY Alpha
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond

Chapter President—Shannon Purvis
21 actives

The semester began with floppy disk sales (together with the ACM
chapter) to students in the computer literacy class and the Mathematica
class. At the September meeting, we had the election of new officers and
discussed plans for the year. At the October meeting, Dr. Ray Tennant
gave a talk on "Ramanujan: The Man Who Loved Numbers." In addition
to speaking on Ramanujan and his mathematics, Dr. Tennant shared some
ofhis personal experiences while in India over the summer. The November
meeting was a joint meeting with the local chapter of ACM. The meeting
contained a panel discussion on graduate schools. In December we had
our White Elephant Gift Exchange at the Christmas party. During the fun,
we played charades and Pictionary. The Boings team won the charades
game. As a service project at Christmas time, members collected toys for
children ages 3-5, put them in stockings, and took them to the Salvation
Army. Other fall 1999 officers: Katy Fritz, vice president; Jennie Camp
bell, secretary; Kcnsaku Umcda, treasurer; Pat Costello, corresponding
secretary.

KY Beta
Cumberland College, Williamsburg

Chapter President—Velma Birdwcll
42 actives
On September 7 the chapter officers helped to host an ice cream party
for the freshmen math and physics majors. Along with the Mathematics
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and Physics Club and Sigma Pi Sigma, the chapter had a picnic at Briar
Creek Park on September 21. Dr. Jonathan Ramey gave a special presenta
tion about Sir Isaac Newton on November 17. On November 19, KY Beta

held a special induction for two new members, both seniors. On the last
day of classes, December 10, the entire department, including the Math
and Physics Club, the Kentucky Beta chapter, and Sigma Pi Sigma had a
Christmas party with about 45 people in attendance. The highlight of the
evening was to see professors with pies in their faces, in an effort to raise
money to buy Christmas presents for a needy child. Other fall 1999 of
ficers: Simeon Hodges, vice president; Amanda Kidd, secretary; Melanie
Maxson, treasurer; Jonathan Ramey, corresponding secretary; John Hymo,
faculty sponsor.
LA Gamma
Chapter President—Ross Chiquet
Northwestern State University, Natchitoches
22 actives, 1 associate
We meet twice a month for fellowship and to plan future activities.
Other fall 1999 officers: Matt Creighton, vice president; Kristcn Russell,
secretary; Sarah Rankin, treasurer; Leigh Ann Myers, corresponding sec
retary; Lisa Galminas, faculty sponsor.
MD Alpha
Chapter President—Kristcn Balster
College of Notre Dame of Maryland, Baltimore
7 actives, 6 associates
On December 2 we held an induction ceremony for four new initiates.

At out luncheon meeting Jane Orcutt gave a presentation describing her
Internship Experience at the Space Telescope Science Institute. Other fall
1999 officers: Francesca Palck, vice president; Jane Orcutt, secretary; Joan
Crawford, treasurer; Sister Marie Augustine Dowling, corresponding sec
retary; Joseph DiRicnzi, faculty sponsor.

MD Delta
Chapter President—Heather Barr
Froslburg State University, Frostburg
25 actives
A busy November saw two programs: a viewing of the video "The
Proof, and a talk by Dr. Frank Barnct entitled "Dublin Ireland, and the
Discovery of the Quaternions." A 50-50 raffle was held as a fund-raiser
in December. Other fall 1999 officers: Eric Moore, vice president; Erin
Resh, secretary; Rachel Duncan, treasurer; Edward White, corresponding
secretary; John Jones, faculty sponsor.
MS Alpha
Chapter President—Gordona Bauhan
Mississippi University forWomen, Columbus
11 actives, 3 associates
On Sept. 28 we had our monthly meeting. On Oct. 14 we held our
initiation. In November we had a monthly meeting, held a Bake Sale,
and sponsored a talk: "Historical Problems in Trigonometry", by Ms.
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Kathy McGarvcy from the Mississippi School for Mathematics and Sci
ence. Other fall 1999 officers: Chris Sansing, vice president; Jennifer
Kimble, secretary; Kent Smith, treasurer; Shaochen Yang, corresponding
secretary; Beatc Zimmer, faculty sponsor.
MS Epsilon

Chapter President—Eric Carpenter

DeltaState University, Cleveland

14 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Audrey Stewart, vice president; Sallie Simp
son Bodiford, secretary/ treasurer; Paula Norris, corresponding secretary;
Rose Strahan, faculty sponsor.
MO Alpha

Chapter President—Sam Blizard

Southwest Missouri SlateUniversity, Springfield

22 actives, 7 associates

MO Alpha began the Fall Semester by hosting a departmental picnic.
During the remainder of the semester we held monthly meetings with fea
tured speakers, including a representative from the placement office, a fac
ulty member, and two students. Other fall 1999 officers: Rachel Nctzcr,
vice president; Erin Stewart, secretary; Sheri Pucstow, treasurer; John Kubicek, corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.
MO Beta

Chapter President—Darin Tessier

Central Missouri SlateUniversity, Warrensburg

25 actives, 5 associates

MO Beta initiated four full and three associate members in the fall.

Trisha White was presented the Claude H. Brown Mathematics Achieve
ment Award for Top Freshman of 1998-99. Graduate student Evan Maki
spoke to KME at the September meeting about his undergraduate research
done while he was an exchange student in Sweden. A representative from
the Office of Career Services spoke at the October meeting. Dr. McKcc
demonstrated "Tips and Tricks for the Graphing Calculator" at the Novem
ber meeting. The annual book sale was held in November and, as another
way to raise funds, the members helped clean the stadium after a football
game in October. The highlight of the semester may have been the stu
dent vs. faculty volleyball game held in December. The students took an
early lead, but the faculty came back to tie at 2 games each. Everyone en
joyed the Christmas party held after the game. Other fall 1999 officers:
Beth Hilbish, vice president; Becky Stafford, secretary; Jeff Callaway,
treasurer; Beth Usher, historian; Rhonda McKee, corresponding secretary:
Steve Shattuck, Phoebe Ho, and Larry Dilley, faculty sponsors.
MO Gamma

Chapter President—Josh Stephenson

William Jewell College, Liberty
11 actives
MO Gamma participated in a Homecoming event with a display and

welcome area for alums, who were members ofthe chapter at Jewell. Plans
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were also made to attend the Spring 2000 convention. Other fall 1999 offi
cers: Laura Cline, vice president; Becky Huyser, secretary; Joseph Mathis,
treasurer/corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.
MO Epsilon
Central Methodist College, Fayette

Chapter President—April Smith
5 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Ryan Pharr, vice president; Sarah Moulder,
secretary; William Mcintosh, corresponding secretaty; Linda Lembke &
William Mcintosh, faculty sponsors.
MO Theta
Evangel University, Springfield

Chapter President—Amanda Wachsmuth
6 actives, 3 associates
Monthly Meetings were held. We had a party in November at the home
of Dr. Tosh. Other fall 1999 officers: John Elliott, vice president; Don
Tosh, corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.

MO Iota
Missouri Southern StateCollege, Joplin

Chapter President—Doug Osborne
20 actives

Programs for regular monthly meetings were presented by students in
the majors' Probability Course. Chapter members assisted the Math De
partment with a reception for all math, math ed, and compu-math majors.
Members also worked the concession stands at home football games as
a money making activity. A Christmas Party and while elephant gift ex
change at the home of Dr. Chip Curtis wrapped up a successful semester.
Other fall 1999 officers: Christin Mathis, vice president; Dondi Mitchell,
secretary; Ted Walker, treasurer; Mary Elick, corresponding secretary;
Charles Curtis, faculty sponsor.
MO Kappa
Drury University, Springfield

Chapter President—Nathan Ratchford
13 actives, 5 associates

There was a high turn out for the first social event of die semester held
at Dr. Pam Reich's house. The winner of the annual math contest this year
was Kristi Smith for the Calculus II and above division and Kim Kocian for

the Calculus I and below division. Prize money was awarded to the win
ners at a pizza party held for all contestants. The chapter participated in the
Annual Exploration in Mathematics and the Physical Sciences, which is a
recruitment workshop designed for high school students. Sub sandwiches
were served to the chapter at the preliminary undergraduate research talks
given by Kristi Smith and Nathan Ratchford. The Math Club has also
been running a tutoring service for both the day school and the continuing
education division (Drury Evening College). The semester ended with a
Christmas party at Dr. Carol Collins" house. Odicrfall 1999 officers: Kristen Hannah, vice president: Kristi Smith, secretary; Luis Lee, treasurer:
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Charles Allen, corresponding secretary; Pam Reich, faculty sponsor.
MO Lambda

Chapter President—Shawna Smith

Missouri Weslem SlateCollege, St. Joseph

34 actives, 6 associates

The Missouri Lambda Chapter initiated six new members on October

17. Dr. Donald Vestal was the speaker for the program. He gave an in
teresting talk on the history of the Four Color Problem. Other fall 1999

officers: Shane Taylor, vice president; Charisa Greenfield, secretaty; By
ron Robiboux, treasurer; John Atkinson, corresponding secretary; Jerry
Wilkcrson, faculty sponsor.

NE Alpha

Chapter President—Jeff Thocne

Wayne State College, Wayne

25 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Russ Volk, vice president; Brandi Hall, sec
retaty; Brian Kcsting, treasurer; John Fuclberth, corresponding secretaty;
Jim Paige, faculty sponsor.

NE Beta

Chapter President—Mike Sullivan

University of Nebraska at Kearney, Kearney

20 actives, 4 associates

A KME raffle to raise money for a scholarship netted $325. Other fall
1999 officers: Tisha Maas, vice president; Denise Anderson, secretaty;
Rich Arch, treasurer; Steve Bean, corresponding secretary; Richard Bar
low, faculty sponsor.

NE Gamma
Chadron StateCollege, Chadron

Chapter President—Andy Bocll
14 actives, 5 associates

Other fall 1999 officers: Shaun Daugherty, vice president; Craig Bruncr,
secretary; Kendra Pedersen, treasurer; Robert Stack, corresponding secre
taty-; Don Anderson and Brent Rickenbach, faculty sponsors.

NM Alpha
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Chapter President—William Tiemcy
90 actives, 21 associates

See our web pages at www.math.unm.edu/~kmc/. Other fall 1999 of

ficers: Jennifer Gill, vice president; Tony Malerich, secretary/treasurer;
Archie Gibson, corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.
NY Alpha
Hofstra University, Ilempstead

Chapter President—Patricia Scavuzzo
7 actives, 4 associates

We held a volleyball game and had a holiday party. Other fall 1999 of
ficers: Rosemary Escobar, vicepresident; Kimberly Bleier, secretary; Vin
cent Pemiciaro.treasurer: Aileen Michaels, correspondingsecretary/faculty
sponsor.

NY Kappa

Chapter President—Kimberly Farrcll
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PaceUniversity, NewYork

6 actives, 4 associates

Otherfall 1999 officers: Svetlana Kolomeyskayc, vice president; Mon
ica Mitrofanoff, secretaty; Tim Zihharev, treasurer; Geraldine Taiani, cor
responding secretary.

NY Lambda

Chapter President—Rcnee des Etages

C.W. Post Campusof LongIsland University, Brookville

22 actives

Otherfall 1999 officers: Stephanie Anne Calzctta, vicepresident; Suzann
Weaver, secretaty: Steven McKinnon, treasurer; Andrew Rockett, corre
sponding secretary; John Stevenson, faculty sponsor.

NC Gamma
Elon College, Elon College

Chapter President—Brooklyne Tester
16 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Hilary Shannon, vice president; Jessica Pol
lard, secretary; Brian Ncibcrline, treasurer; Skip Allis, corresponding sec
retary/faculty sponsor.

OH Gamma
Baldwin-WallaceCollege, Berea

Chapter President—Anila Xhunga
19 actives

Duke Hutchings gave a talk about his experiences in Miami U's sum
mer mathematics program.
Gordon Wade of Bowling Green State University and Chris Cox of
Clemson University gave talks regarding their mathematics programs. The
chapter participated in the Putnam Exam. Paul Monsky of Brandeis Uni
versity gave a talk on number theory and fractals. Other fall 1999 officers:
Duke Hutchings, vice president; Jeff Smith,secretaty; Corina Moisc, trea
surer; David Calvis, corresponding secretary; Chungsim Han and David
Calvis, faculty sponsors.
OK Alpha
Northeastern State University, Tahlequah

Chapter President—Aaron Lee
32 actives, 2 associates

Our fall initiation ceremonies brought eleven students and one faculty
member into our chapter. Our fall speaker was Captain Ron Thrasher,
Commander of the Criminal Investigation Division of the Stillwater Po
lice Department. His talk was "Crunching the Numbers: Math in Modern
Policing." The KME annual book sale was held in October. At NSU,
the Northeastern State Government Association sponsors a free annual
Halloween Carnival. KME's booth was the "KME Pumpkin Patch." We
floated plasticpumpkins on waterand thechildren fished for the pumpkins
with meter stick fishing poles. The number on the bottom of the pumpkin
determined how many candiesthe child received. Who says a "1" doesn't
mean 1 candy for each of the child's fingers? Our Christmas party in De
cember was great-games and pizza and Christmas treats. Other fall 1999
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officers: Rhonda Cook, vice president; Chris Burba, secretaty; Gregg Eddings, treasurer; Joan Bell, corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.

OK Gamma

Chapter President—Kory Hicks

Southwestern Oklahoma StateUniversity, Weatherford

23 actives, 7 associates

Other fall 1999 officers: Christy Kogcr, vice president: Shelly Dav
enport, secretary; Linda Coley, treasurer; Wayne Hayes, corresponding
secretaty1; Gerry East, faculty sponsor.
PA Alpha

Chapter President—Ryan Vacarro

Westminster College, New Wilmington

8 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Larry Mumford, vice president; Sara Lieb,
secretary; Eric Bass, treasurer; Warren Hickman, corresponding secretaty;
Carolyn Cuff, faculty sponsor.
PA Iota

Chapter President—Thomas Ruffhcr

Shippensburg University, Shippensburg

18 actives

During the fall semester, KME co-sponsored a weekly seminar series.
A variety of talks were presented ranging form careers, to computer sci
ence topics, to interesting math related questions. More of the same is
planned for the spring. In addition, a year end pizza party was held. A

good time was had by all. Other fall 1999 officers: Jaymic Kenny, vice
president: Lisa Seniuk, secretary; Mark Reidcnbaugh, treasurer/historian;
Mike Scyfried, corresponding secretary; Cheryl Olsen, faculty sponsor.
PA Kappa

Chapter Presidents—Linda Bruce and Lindsay Janka

Holy FamilyCollege, Philadelphia

6 actives

On September 15 the chapter hosted a Welcome for freshman math
majors followed by a Madi Careers Night Presentation, which was meant
to answer the proverbial question: What can I do with a degree in math
besides teach? The speakers, who were all graduates of Holy Family and
KME members, were: Vince Frascatore '90 (Senior Analyst - Smith-Kline
Beecham), Jacqueline Fallon '96 (Actuarial Analyst at Provident Mutual
Life ) and Lisa Esposito '97 (Systems Engineerat Lockheed-Martin). On
October 19 the chapter hosted its third annual High School Math Com
petition. Eleven local high schools participated. A trophy went to the
top school and the top student. Each participant received a certificate.
On November 16 Dr. Jane Scanlon, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
at Rutgers University, New Brunswick Campus, gave the inaugural Fall
Math Lecture. Dr. Scanlon spoke to the math majors and KME members
on her research linking the study of differential equations to cardiology

On December 8, at the college's Christmas Rose program, the Calculus III
class presented 'Twas the Night Before Calculus, a parody of Twas the
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Night Before Christmas. Throughoutthe Fall Semester,the chapter posted
a Problem of the Week on the Math Bulletin Board. Anyone submitting
a correct answer to any of the ten problems of the week was eligible for
the December 10 drawing for a $20 gift certificate to Franklin Mills Mall.
The chapter also published several issues of a chapter newsletter which
was distributed to all students in the 200, 300 and 400 level math courses.

Other fall 1999 officers: Shannon Marczely, secretaty; Sister Benedvkta
Mazur, treasurer; Sister Marcella Louise Wallowicz, corresponding secre
tary/faculty sponsor.
PA Mu

Chapter President—Kate Wallace

Saint Francis College, Loretto

21 actives

PA Mu co-sponsored the Sixth Annual Science/Mathematics Day on
November 19 where 385 high school students and teachers from 25 high
schools came to campus for a varietyofpresentations, a science bowl com
petition, and several other challenging activities. KME members picked
trash along the two-mile stretchofadopted highway. Severalmembers also
participated in a week-long summer mathematics camp for middle school
girls, where 45 girls participated in enrichment activities and applications
of mathematics. KME members participated as group leaders, mentors,
presenters, and role models. Other fall 1999 officers: Rebecca Espcnlaub,
vice president; Kourosh Barati-Sedch, secretary; Brian Quinn, treasurer;
Pete Skoner, corresponding secretaty; Amy Miko, faculty sponsor.

PA Omicron

Chapter President—Erin Hepinger

University of Pittsburghat Johnstown,Johnstown

28 actives

In conjunction with die UPJ Math Club and Student Chapter of MAA
we had a Welcome Back pizza party in September, a video showing of
Donald Duck in Mathmagicland in November, and a student/faculty Christ
mas party in December. Other fall 1999 officers: Marie Hufford, vice

president; Christy' Lynch, secretaty'; Michelle Vinccnzini, treasurer; Nina
Girard, corresponding secretary/faculty sponsor.

PA Pi

Chapter President—Melissa Pcrsing

Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania, Slippery Rock

18 actives

Meetings were held to complete the constitution for our local chapter.
Other fell 1999 officers: Crystal Hoguc, vice president; Carrie Birckbichler, secretaty'; Nishan Jayaratnam, treasurer; Elise Grabner, corresponding
secretary; Robert Vallin, faculty sponsor.

SC Gamma
WinthropUniversity, Rock Hill

Chapter President—Kelly Clardy
8 actives

Other fall 1999 officers: Kourtnee Barnett, vice president; Stephanie

12.
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Boswcll, treasurer; Frank Pullano, corresponding secretary.

SC Delta

Chapter President—Angie Sears

Erskine College, Due West

15 actives, 12 associates

We had 4 meetings during which we worked logic puzzles, took a hik
ing trip with the physics club, and listened to Walt Patterson from Lander
University speak to ajoint meeting ofthe Lander Math Club andErskine's

KME Chapter. At the end ofthe semester, the chapter sent its president on
a shopping trip for Christmas presents for a needy child. Other fall 1999
officers: Tad Whitesides, vice president; Minh Le, secretary/treasurer; Ann
Bowc corresponding secretaty; Susan Patterson, faculty sponsor.
TN Beta

Chapter President—B.J. Smith

East Tennessee Suite University, Johnson City

17 actives. 9 associates

Eight students were inducted into Tennessee Beta, and officers were
elected fortheyear. We also had a social at thefirehouse restaurant. Other

fall 1999 officers: Mark Taylor, vice president; Susan Hosier, secretaty;
Tabitha Taylor, treasurer; Lyndell Kerlcy, corresponding secretaty.
TN Gamma

Chapter President—Lindsey Crain

Union University, Jackson

17 actives

TN Gamma started the year with a back-to-school pizza party. The so
cial was held on October 26 in the MacAfee Commons Area on campus.
On November 18, student member Jamie Mosley gave a talk on his sum
mer internship, where he used his mathematical and statistical training in
the business world. The annual KME Christmas party was held on Decem

ber 4 at the home ofDr. Lunsford. The organization sponsored two needy
children for the annual Carl Perkins Christmas Program held on Decem
ber 9. Other fall 1999 officers. Cathie Scarbrough, vice president; Melissa
Culpepper, secretary; Sarah Shaub, treasurer; Bryan Dawson, correspond
ingsecretary; Matt Lunsford, faculty sponsor.

TN Epsilon
Bethel College, McKenzie

Chapter President—Jennifer Dowdy
7 actives, 3 associates

TN Epsilon inducted one new member atthe installation ceremony held
in November. In addition to monthly meetings, the chapter participated in a
fund-raising event with Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society in October. Plans
are being made for a social event in the spring and possible attendance at
the convention by one or more members. Other fall 1999 officers: Be

linda Thompson, vice president; Christina Hill, secretary/treasurer; Rus
sell Holder, corresponding secretary; David Lankford, faculty sponsor.
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TX Kappa

Chapter President—Sheri Asbury

University ofMary Hardin-Baylor, Bclton
12 actives, 5 associates
An induction ceremony was held on Nov. 19. Other fall 1999 officers:

Robin Stokes, vice president; Kimberly Klentzman, secretary/treasurer;
Peter Chen, corresponding secretary; Maxwell Hart, faculty sponsor.
VA Gamma

Chapter President—Sarah Lemon

Liberty University, Lynchburg

19 actives, 7 associates

We had four former students in to speak to the chapter. Two were ac

tuaries (a married couple), one was a mathematics teacher in a local high
school, and the other was a graduate student who is a research assistant
while working on his doctorate in mathematics. One of the actuaries was

a recent graduate: the other has been in the profession several years. Each

has passed some ofthe actuarial exams. All ofthese programs were very
helpful to the students in determining what careers they might like. Other
fall 1999 officers: Sean Burtt, vice president: Bobbi Heim, secretaty-; Cur
tis Hartman, treasurer; Glyn Wooldridgc, corresponding secretaty-; Sandra
Rumore, faculty sponsor.

WI Gamma

Chapter President—Elizabeth Whitney

University ofWisconsin-Eau Claire, Eau Claire

25 actives, 10associates

Other fall 1999 officers: Julie Loasching, vice president; Kia Xiong,
secretaty; Terry Svihovec, treasurer: Marc Goulct, corresponding secre
tary/faculty sponsor.

Oops
In the installation report for the North Carolina Delta chapter (reported
in the Fall 1999 issue ofThe Pentagon), the names ofthe founding group
were inadvertently left off. Here they arc (only a few months tardv):

Students. Phill Carroll, Mindy Cox, Misty Dills, Jess Frey, Brian Ful
ton, Amanda Hall. Melinda Harvey. Adrienne Hill, Michelle Holland,
Jen Kleinrichert, Jason Lowdcr, Burton Martin. Rebecca Smith, and Julie
Weavil.

Faculty: JeffButcra, Lisa Carnell, Rob Hargcr, Nelson Page, and Shirley
Robertson.
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Announcement ofthe Thirty-Third Biennial
Convention ofKappa Mu Epsilon
The Thirty-Third Biennial Convention of Kappa Mu Epsilon will be
hosted by the Kansas Beta chapter located at Washburn University in Topeka,
Kansas. The convention will take place April 19-21, 2001. Each attending
chapter will receive the usual travel expense reimbursement from the na

tional funds as described in Article VI, Section 2, ofthe Kappa Mu Epsilon
Constitution.

Asignificant feature ofour national convention will be the presentation
of papers by student members of Kappa Mu Epsilon. The mathematical
topic selected by each student speaker should be of interest to the author

and of such scope that it can be given adequate treatment in a timed oral
presentation. Student talks to bejudged at the convention will be chosen
prior to the convention by the Selection Committee on the basis ofsubmit

ted written papers. At the convention, the Awards Committee will judge
the selected talks on both content and presentation. The rankings of both
the Selection and Awards Committees will determine the top four papers.
Who may submit a paper?

Any undergraduate orgraduate student member of Kappa Mu Epsilon
may submit a paper for consideration as a talk at the national convention.

Apaper may be co-authored. Ifselected for presentation atthe convention,
the paper must be presented by one (ormore) of the authors.
Presentation topics

Papers submitted for presentation at the convention should discuss ma

terial understandable by undergraduates who have completed only differ
ential and integral calculus. The Selection Committee will favor papers
that satisfy tiiis criterion and which can be presented with reasonable com

pleteness within the time allotted. Papers may be original research by die
student(s) or exposition of interesting but not widely known results.
Presentation time limits

Papers presented at the convention should take between 15 minutes and

25 minutes. Papers should be designed with these time limits in mind.
How to prepare a paper

The paper should be written in the standard form of a term paper It
should be written much as it will be presented. A long paper (such as an
honors thesis) must not be submitted with the idea diat it will be shortened
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at presentation time. Appropriate references and a bibliography arc ex
pected. Any special visual aids that the host chapter will need to provide
(such as a computer and overhead projection system) should be clearly
indicated at the end of the paper.
The first pageof the paper must be a "cover sheet" giving the following
information: (1)title, (2) author or authors (these names should notappear
elsewhere in the paper), (3) student status (undergraduate or graduate), (4)
permanent and school addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses.

(5)name of the local KME chapter and school, (6) signed statement giving
approval forconsideration of the paper forpublication in The Pentagon (or
a statement about submission for publication elsewhere), and (7) a signed
statement ofthe chapter'sCorresponding Secretary attesting to die author's
membership in Kappa Mu Epsilon.
How to submit a paper

Five copies of the paper, with a description of any charts, models, or
other visual aids that will be used during the presentation, must be submit
ted. The cover sheet need only be attached to one of the five copies. The
five copies of die paper arcdue by February 15, 2000. They should be sent
to:

Dr. Robert Bailey. KME President-Elect
Department of Mathematics
Niagara University, NY 14109-2044

Selection of papers for presentation

A Selection Committee will review all papers submitted by undergrad
uate students and will choose approximately fifteen papers for presenta
tion and judging at the convention Graduate students and undergraduate
students whose papers are not selected forjudging will be offered the op
portunity to present their papers at a parallel session of talks during the
convention. The Prcsidcnt-Elcct will notify all authors of the status of
theirpapers afterthe Selection Committee has completed its deliberations.
Criteria used by the Selection and Awards Committees

The papers submitted to the Selection Committee should be of appro
priate length so that the associated oral presentation could reasonably be
given in 15 to 25 minutes.

Judging criteria used by both the Selection Committee and Awards

Committee will include: (I) originality of topic and appropriateness for
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student audience, (2) clarity and organization of materials, (3) depth, sig
nificance, and correctness of content, and (4) credit given to literature
sources and faculty directors as appropriate.
In addition to the above criteria, the Awards Committee will judge the
oral presentation ofthe paper on: (1) overall style and effectiveness ofpre
sentation, (2) presenter's apparent understanding of content, (3) effective
use of technology and/or appropriate audio-visual aids, and (4) adherence
to any time constraints imposed.
Prizes

All authors of papers presented at the convention will be given twoyear extensions of their subscription to The Pentagon. Authors of the four
best papers presented by undergraduates, as decided by the Selection and
Awards Committees, will each receive a cash prize of $100.
Publication

All papers submitted to the convention are generally considered as sub
mitted for publicationin The Pentagon. Unlesspublishedelsewhere, prizewinning papers will be published in The Pentagon after any necessary re
visions havebeen completed(see page 2 of The Pentagon for further infor
mation). All other papers will be considered for publication. The Editor
of The Pentagon will schedulea brief meeting with each author during the
convention to review his or her manuscript.

Kappa Mu Epsilon National Officers
Patrick J. Costello

President

Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475
matcostcllo@acs.cku.edu
Robert Bailey

President-Elect
Mathematics Department
Niagara University, Niagara, NY 14109
rbail@niagara.edu

Waldcmar Weber
Secretary
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403
kmc_nsec@mailserver.bgsu.edu
Al Allan Riveland

Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Treasurer
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Washburn University, Topeka, KS 66621
zzrive@acc.wuacc.edu

Don Tosh

Historian

Departmentof Science and Technology
Evangel College, 1111 N. Glcnstonc Avenue, Springfield, MO 65802
toshd@cvangel.edu

Kappa Mu Epsilon, Mathematics Honor Society, was founded in 1931.
The object ofthe Society is fivefold: to further the interests of mathematics

in those schools which place their primary emphasis on the undergraduate
program; to help the undergraduate realize the important role that mathe

matics hasplayed in thedevelopment of western civilization; to develop an
appreciation of the power and beauty possessed by mathematics due to its
demands for logical and rigorous modes of thought; to provide a Society
forthe recognition ofoutstanding achievement inthestudy of mathematics
at theundergraduate level; and todisseminate the knowledge of mathemat
ics and familiarize the members with the advances being made in mathe
matics. The official journal of the Society, The Pentagon, is designed to
assist inachieving these objectives aswell astoaid inestablishing fraternal
ties between the Chapters.
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Active Chapters ofKappa Mu Epsilon
Listedby date ofinstallation
Chapter

Location

OKAlpha
IAAlpha
KSAlpha
MO Alpha
MS Alpha
MSBeta
NEAlpha
KSBeta
NMAlpha
IL Beta
ALBeta
AL Gamma
OHAlpha
MlAlpha
MOBeta
TX Alpha
TX Beta
KSGamma
IA Beta

Northeastern State University, Tahlequah
University ofNorthern Iowa, Cedar Falls
Pitlsburg State University, Pittsburg
Southwest Missouri Stale University, Springfield
Mississippi University for Women, Columbus
Mississippi StateUniversity, Mississippi State
Wayne StateCollege, Wayne
Emporia State University, Emporia
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
University of North Alabama, Florence
University of Monlcvallo, Montevallo
Bowling Green Slate University, Bowling Green
Albion College, Albion
Ccnlral Missouri SlateUniversity, Warrensburg
Texas Tech University, Lubbock
Southern Methodist University, Dallas
Benedictine College, Atchison
Drake University, DesMoines

TN Alpha

Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville

NYAlpha
MIBeta
NJ Beta

Ilofstra University, Hempstead
Ccnlral Michigan University, Mount Pleasant
Montclair Slate University, Upper Montclair

IL Delta

Installation Date

University of St. Francis, Joliet

18 April 1931
27 May 1931
30Jan 1932
20 May 1932
30 May 1932
14 Dec 1932
17Jan 1933
12 May 1934
28 March 1935
11 April 1935
20 May 1935
24April 1937
24April 1937
29May 1937
10June 1938
10 May 1940
15May 1940
26 May 1940
27 May 1940
5 June 1941

4 April 1942
25 April 1942
21 April 1944
21 Mav 1945

KS Delta
MO Gamma
TX Gamma
WI Alpha
OH Gamma
CO Alpha
MO Epsilon

Washburn University, Topeka
William Jewell College, Liberty
TexasWoman'sUniversity, Denton
Mount Mary College, Milwaukee
Itoldwin-Wal laceCollege,Berea
ColoradoStale University, Fort Collins
CentralMethodist College, Fayette

29 March 1947
7 May 1947
7 May 1947
11 May 1947
6 June 1947
16 May 1948
18 May 1949

MS Gamma
IN Alpha
PAAlpha
IN Beta
KS Epsilon
PABeta
VA Alpha
IN Gamma
CA Gamma
TNBeta
PA Gamma
VA Beta
NE Beta

University of Southern Mississippi, Ilaltiesburg
ManchesterCollege,North Manchester
Westminster College, New Wilmington
Buller University, Indianapolis
Fort I lays State University, 1lays
LaSalle University, Philadelphia
VirginiaState University, Petersburg
Anderson University, Anderson
California I'olylechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City
Wayncsburg College, Waynesburg
Radford University,Radford
University ofNebraska—Kearney, Kearney

21 May 1949
16 May 1950
17 May 1950
16 May 1952
6 Dec 1952
19 May 1953
29 Jan 1955
5 April 1957
23 May 1958
22 May 1959
23 May 1959
12 Nov 1959
11 Dec 1959

IN Delta

University of Evansville, Evansville

27 Mav 1960
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OHEpsilon
MOZeta

Marietta College, Marietta
University of Missouri—Rolla, Rolla

29 Oct
19 May

NE Gamma

Chadron State College, Chadron

19 May

MDAlpha
IL Epsilon

College of NotreDame of Maryland, Baltimore
North Park College, Chicago

22 May
22 May

OK Beta
CA Delta
PADelta

Universityof Tulsa, Tulsa
California State Polytechnic Universily, Pomona
Mary wood Universily, Scranlon

3 May
5 Nov
8 Nov

PA Epsilon
AL Epsilon

Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, Kulztown
Huntingdon College, Montgomery

3 April
15 April

PAZeta
AR Alpha
TN Gamma
WI Beta
IA Gamma
MD Beta
IL Zeta
SC Beta
PA Eta

NY Eta
MA Alpha
MO Eta
IL Eta
OH Zeta
PA Thela
PA Iota
MS Delta
MOTheta
PAKappa
CO Beta

KY Alpha
TN Delta
NY Iota
SC Gamma
IA Delia
PA Lambda
OK Gamma
NY Kappa
TX Kta
MO lota
GA Alpha
WV Alpha
FLBeta
WI Gamma
MD Delta
IL Thela
PAMu
ALZeta
CT Beta
NY Lambda

Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana
ArkansasStale University, State University
Union University, Jackson
University of Wisconsin—River Falls, River Falls
Morningsidc College, Sioux City
Western Maryland College, Westminster
Rosary College, River Forest
South Carolina Stale College, Orangeburg
Grove City College, Grove City
Niagara University, Niagara University
AssumptionCollege.Worcester
Truman Stale University, Kirksville
Western Illinois University, Macomb
Muskingum College, New Concord
Susquehanna University, Selinsgrove
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania,Shippensburg
William Carey College, Hattiesburg
Evangel University, Springfield
Holy FamilyCollege, Philadelphia

6 May
21 May
24 May
25 May
25 May
30 May
26 Feb
6 May
13 May-

18 May
19 Nov
7 Dec
9 May
17 May
26 May
1 Nov
17 Dec
12 Jan
23 Jan

Colorado School of Mines, Golden

4 March

Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond

27 March

Carson-Newman College, Jefferson Cily
Wagner College, Stalen Island
Winthrop Universily, Rock 11 ill
Warlburg College, Waverly
Ulooinsburg University of Pennsylvania. Bloomsburg
Southwestern Oklalioma Stale Universily. Weatlierford
Pace University, New York
I lardin-Siinmons University, Abilene
Missouri Southern Slate College. Joplin
State Universily of West Georgia, Carrollton
Bethany College, Bethany
Florida Southern College, Lakeland
Universily of Wisconsin—Eau Claire, Eau Claire
Froslburg Stale University, Froslburg
Benedictine University, Lisle
St. Francis College, Loretto
Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham
Eastern Connecticut State Universily, Willimantic
C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University, Urookville

15 May19 May
3 Nov
6 April
17 Oct
I May
24 April
3 May
8 May
21 May
2i May
31 Oct
4 Feb
17 Sept
18 May
14 Sept
18 Feb
2 May2 May
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MO Kappa
CO Gamma
NE Delta
TX Iota
PA Nu
VA Gamma
NY Mu
OH Eta
OK Delta
CO Delta
NC Gamma
PA Xi
MO Lambda
TX Kappa
SC Delta
SD Alpha
NY Nu
NH Alpha
LA Gamma
KY Beta
MS Epsilon
PA Omicron
MI Delta
Ml Epsilon
KS Zeta
TN Epsilon
MO Mu
GA Beta
AL Eta
NY Xi
NY Xi
NC Delta
PA Pi
TX Lambda

Drury College, Springfield
Fort LewisCollege,Durango
Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln
McMurry University, Abilene
Ursinus College, Collegeville
LibertyUniversity, Lynchburg
St. ThomasAquinasCollege,Sparkill
Ohio Northern University, Ada
Oral Roberts Universily, Tulsa
Mesa State College, Grand Junction
Elon College, Elon College
Cedar Crest College, Allentown
MissouriWestern State College,St. Joseph
University of Maiy Hardin-Baylor, Belton
Erskine College, Due West
Northern State University,Aberdeen
Hartwick College, Oneonla
Keene Stale College, Keene
Northwestern Stale University,Natchitoches
Cumberland College, Williamsburg
Delta State University,Cleveland
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown, Johnstown
Hillsdale College, Hillsdale
Kettering University, Flint
Southwestern College, Winlield
Bethel College, McKenzie
Harris-StoweCollege, St. Louis
Georgia College and State University, Milledgeville
Universityof WestAlabama, Livingston
Buffalo Stale College
Buffalo State College, Buffalo
High Point Universily, High Point
Slippery Rock University,Slippery Rock
Trinity University

30 Nov 1984

29 March 1985

18 April
25 April
28 April
30 April
14 May

1986
1987
1987
1987
1987

15 Dec 1987

10 April 1990
27 April 1990
3 May 1990
30 Oct 1990
10 Feb 1991
21 Feb 1991

28 April 1991
3 May 1992
14 May 1992
16 Feb 1993
24 March 1993

3 May 1993
19 Nov 1994

10 April 1997
30 April 1997
28 March 1998

14 April
16 April
25 April
25 April

1998
1998
1998
1998

4 Mav 1998

12 May 1998
May 12,1998
March 24,1999

April 19, 1999
November 22, 1999

Back Issues

Is your journal collection complete? Copies of most back issues of The
Pentagon arc still available for $5.00 per copy. Please send inquiries to:
The Pentagon Business manager
Division of Mathematics and Computer Science
Emporia State University
Emporia, KS 66801 USA

